TO:

Mayor and City Council Members

FROM:

Rob Hunt, City Manager

SUBJECT: March 3, 2020 Agenda Items – Amended as to Consent Item 8
DATE:

February 27, 2020

6:30 p.m.
I. CALL TO ORDER SPECIAL CLOSED SESSION
II. CITIZEN COMMENTS - Comments from the public are limited to items listed on the
agenda (GC 54954.3a). Speakers will be allowed three minutes. Please begin your
comments by stating and spelling your name and providing your city of residence.
III. ADJOURN TO CLOSED SESSION PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION(S):
(a)

54956.9(d)(1) Conference with Legal Counsel – Existing Litigation (1)
Name of Case: Nunley vs. City of Tulare, TCSC Case No. 280739 [Submitted by:
M. Zamora]

(b)

54956.9(c) Conference with Legal Counsel – Anticipated Litigation one (1) item
[Submitted by: D. Thompson & M. Zamora]

IV. RECONVENE CLOSED SESSION
V. CLOSED SESSION REPORT (if any)
VI. ADJOURN SPECIAL CLOSED SESSION
7:00 p.m. (Or, immediately following Closed Session)
VII. CALL TO ORDER REGULAR SESSION
VIII. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND INVOCATION
IX. CITIZEN COMMENTS
This is the time for citizens to comment on subject matters, not on the agenda within
the jurisdiction of the Tulare City Council. The Council Members ask that you keep
your comments brief and positive. Creative criticism, presented with appropriate
courtesy, is welcome. The Council cannot legally discuss or take official action on
citizen request items that are introduced tonight.
This is also the time for citizens to comment on items listed under the Consent
Calendar or to request an item from the Consent Calendar be pulled for discussion
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purposes. Comments related to general business/city manager items or public
hearing items will be heard at the time the item is discussed or at the time the Public
Hearing is opened for comment.
In fairness to all who wish to speak, each speaker will be allowed three minutes, with
a maximum time of 15 minutes per item, unless otherwise extended by Council.
Please begin your comments by stating and spelling your name and providing your
city of residence.
X. COMMUNICATIONS
Communications are to be submitted to the City Manager’s Office 10 days prior to a
Council Meeting to be considered for this section of the Agenda. No action will be
taken on matters listed under communications; however, the Council may direct staff
to schedule issues raised during communications for a future agenda. Citizen
comments will be limited to three minutes, per topic, unless otherwise extended by
Council.
XI. CONSENT CALENDAR
All Consent Calendar Items are considered routine and will be enacted in one motion.
There will be no separate discussion of these matters unless a request is made, in
which event the item will be removed from the Consent Calendar to be discussed and
voted upon by a separate motion.
(1)

Authorization to read ordinances by title only.

(2)

Approve minutes of February 18, 2020 special/regular meeting. [Submitted
by: R. Yoder] The minutes of February 18, 2020 special/regular meeting are
submitted for your approval. Staff recommends Council approve as
presented.

(3)

City Council review and approval of the City of Tulare Housing Successor
Agency Annual Reports for Fiscal Year 2018-2019. [Submitted by: T.
Myers] The City of Tulare (“City”) is the Housing Successor Agency to the former
Tulare Redevelopment Agency (“Housing Successor”). Health and Safety Code
(“HSC”) Section 34176.1 (enacted by Senate Bill 341 and related legislation)
requires the Housing Successor to prepare an annual report documenting
compliance with expenditure proportionality and other requirements pertaining to
its Low-and-Moderate-Income Housing Asset Fund (“Housing Asset Fund”). The
report is due to the California Department of Housing and Community
Development (“HCD”) by April 1st annually. The report must be also be
presented to City Council and posted on the City’s website.
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Housing Successor staff and consultants have prepared a Housing Successor
Agency Annual Report for the Fiscal Year 2018-19. The report will be presented
to City Council to receive and file. Staff will submit the report to HCD by April 1,
2020. The following sections summarize the Housing Successor’s finances and
compliance with various requirements. Overall the Housing Successor is
compliant with all requirements
Low-and-Moderate-Income Housing Asset Fund
The Housing Asset Fund includes all the assets that were transferred from the
Tulare Redevelopment Agency (“Agency”) to the Housing Successor upon
dissolution of the former Agency. The assets included:
•
•
•
•

Real properties,
Low/Mod encumbrances,
Loan/grants receivable, and
Rents/operations.

As of June 30, 2019, the Housing Asset Fund had a cash balance of $1,602,542
and a total asset balance of $10,915,053. Most of the asset value is from loans
receivable that are due to the Housing Successor.
Revenues have ranged from approximately $20,000 to $93,000 between FYE
2014 to 2019. In FY 2018-19, the Housing Asset Fund had $67,816 in deposits
from interest income and loan repayments.
Expenditures have ranged from approximately $275 to $32,000 between FYE
2014 to 2019. Expenses in FY 2018-19 were $14,915. All expenditures have
been administrative expenses within the annual limits permitted by law.
Property Disposition
State law requires housing successors to sell or develop properties transferred
from the former redevelopment agency within five to ten years. Upon the
dissolution of redevelopment, the former Agency transferred one real property at
340 Howard Street that was sold within the timeframe required by law.
Outstanding Inclusionary and Replacement Housing Obligations
At the time of its dissolution, the former Agency met its inclusionary and
replacement housing requirements. Therefore, the Housing Successor is no
longer subject to obligations related to inclusionary housing or replacement
housing.
Income & Age Proportionality
If housing successors expend money on projects, State law requires at least 30
percent to be spent on extremely low-income rental housing, among other
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restrictions. FY 2018-19 marks the end of the first five-year compliance period
evaluating income proportionality. The Housing Successor has only spent
Housing Asset Funds on administrative activities in the five-year period. With no
project-related expenditures to report, the Housing Successor is by default
compliant with the proportionality requirements.
State law also sets a limit on the portion of publicly assisted deed-restricted
rental housing that may be restricted to seniors. The City and former Agency
assisted 3 properties with 126 units in the last 10 years, of which none are
restricted to seniors. The City may spend more money subsidizing senior rental
units in the future; however, it must ensure that no more than 50 percent of the
total aggregate number of rental units at all affordability levels produced within
the preceding 10 years are restricted to seniors.
Excess Surplus
Senate Bill 341 reinstated a requirement to prevent housing successors from
accumulating an excess surplus, which is generally defined as unencumbered
cash that exceeds the greater of $1 million or the aggregate amount deposited
into the Housing Asset Fund in the preceding four years.
The Housing Asset Fund had a cash balance of $1,550,460 at the beginning of
FY 2018-19. The Housing Successor had an excess surplus of $550,460 for FY
2018-19 ($1,550,460 less $1 million). The Housing Successor also had an
excess surplus of $487,407 for FY 2017-18.
State law requires the Housing Successor to spend or encumber its excess
surplus within three fiscal years, or June 30, 2021. If the excess surplus is not
spent or formally committed to a project by an executed agreement by this date,
the Housing Successor will be required to remit the funds to HCD to spend on
statewide housing programs.
The Housing Successor plans to issue a Notice of Funding Availability in March
2020 inviting developer proposals to spend up to $1.5 million on an affordable
housing development project, with a preference for permanent supportive
housing serving the homeless population. Staff will ensure that Housing Asset
Funds are spent pursuant to the income and age proportionality requirements
described in the previous section.
Homeownership Unit Inventory
State law requires the annual report to contain an inventory of any
homeownership units assisted by the Housing Successor that require
restrictions, covenants, or an adopted program that protects Housing Asset Fund
monies. The Housing Successor oversees 60 homeownership units with
affordability restrictions. One property was removed from the homeowner
inventory in FY 2018-19 because their loan was paid off.
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FISCAL IMPACT:
The Housing Successor Agency Annual Reports are informational and have no
fiscal impact.
Staff recommends Council review and approval of the City of Tulare
Housing Successor Agency Annual Reports for Fiscal Year 2018-2019, as
requested.
(4)

Accept an easement for public street and utility purposes from Presidio
JJR Kensington 111, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, located at
the intersection of Bolton Avenue and Devenshire Street as part of the
Kensington Estates 2 subdivision. Authorize the City Manager to sign the
Certificate of Acceptance for the same. [Submitted by: M. Miller] The final
map for Phase 2 of the Kensington Estates subdivision received conditional
approval from Council on February 18, 2020. To allow for construction of the
intersection of Bolton Avenue and Devenshire Street as part of this phase of
Kensington Estates, it is necessary to construct improvements on adjacent
property that is outside of the limits of the subdivision. This property is within the
boundaries of the future Phase 3 of the Willow Glen subdivision. The owners of
this adjacent property, Presidio JJR Kensington 111, LLC, have signed an
easement in favor of the City for public street and utility purposes to allow for
construction of the Bolton Avenue and Devenshire Street intersection
improvements, and its continued use and utility maintenance until the ultimate
dedication of right-of-way with Phase 3 of the Willow Glen subdivision. Staff
recommends Council accept an easement for public street and utility
purposes from Presidio JJR Kensington 111, LLC, a Delaware Limited
Liability Company, located at the intersection of Bolton Avenue and
Devenshire Street as part of the Kensington Estates 2 subdivision.
Authorize the City Manager to sign the Certificate of Acceptance for the
same, as presented.

(5)

Authorize the City Manager to complete and execute the documents
necessary to declare as public right-of-way a portion of the “J” Street at
Cartmill Avenue well site – Well 4-5: Project WT0038 – North “J” Street Well
Project, subject only to minor conforming and clarifying changes
acceptable to the City Attorney and City Manager. [Submitted by: J. Funk]
Capital Improvement Project (CIP) WT0038 constructs a new well and
appurtenances at the southeast quadrant of Cartmill Avenue and “J” Street with
the well site fronting “J” Street. The general area of the well site is identified in a
Technical Memorandum (Report) prepared by Carollo in 2012 with the well
identified as W-4-5. The 2012 Report outlines deficiencies in the City’s water
system based on existing and projected growth at that time.
In October 2018, a Suitability and Sales Agreement was executed with Mr. Teo
Albers, the property owner of the vacant parcel at the southeast quadrant of “J”
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Street and Cartmill Avenue, giving the City the right to construct a test well. In
February 2019, construction of a test well was started at the site with completion
in early March. Test results were favorable, indicating that the well site should
provide good pumping capacity and good water quality without treatment. Based
on results of the test well, the Board of Public Utilities gave staff permission in
late May 2019 to negotiate a fair and reasonable price for the parcel. The
subsequent purchase included the well site and a small piece of additional “J”
Street right-of-way. In September 2019, the deed to the parcel was recorded in
favor of the City of Tulare without a designation that a portion was for street right
of way.
This request is to clarify that a portion of the land deeded to the City is
designated for street right-of-way. The BPU approved the same at their February
20, 2020 Board meeting. There are no costs associated with this action. Staff
recommends Council authorize the City Manager to complete and execute
the documents necessary to declare as public right-of-way a portion of the
“J” Street at Cartmill Avenue well site – Well 4-5: Project WT0038 – North
“J” Street Well Project, subject only to minor conforming and clarifying
changes acceptable to the City Attorney and City Manager, as presented.
(6)

Receive, review, and file the Monthly Investment Report for January 2020.
[Submitted by: D. Thompson] The investment report for the period ending
January 2020 is submitted for review and acceptance. Staff recommends
Council accept the January 2020 Investment Report as presented.

(7)

Award a contract for Design Build Services RFB #20-694 to Game Time c/o
MRC Inc., PO Box 106, Spring Lake, NJ for the supply and installation of
new playground equipment with associated improvements at Blain Park
and authorize the City Manager to execute the agreement. [Submitted by:
C. Miller] In response to solicitation, staff received three proposals to design,
supply and install new playground equipment with shading on the composite
structure at Blain Park. The Request for Proposals (RFP) additionally called for
the contractor’s quoted price to furnish and install necessary ADA compliant fall
surfacing for access/egress to the composite structure and play features.
On January 30, 2020 Game Time c/o MRC, Inc., located at PO Box 106 Spring
Lake, NJ submitted a proposal of $63,253.85. Council approved CIP budget for
this project was $70,000.00 (see attached CIP – Admin Project - Parks). Staff
began negotiations with Game Time c/o MRC Inc., to increase the size of the
shade structure from 7’ by 7’ as originally submitted to 20’ by 20’ to provide safer
and cooler play on the structure for the children and received an amended
proposal of $68,265.23 to remain within budget.
Game Time c/o MRC Inc., reputation in the playground supplier and installer
industry is very good. They have completed work in the past for the City of Tulare
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at Sunrise and Centennial Parks, and for the City of Fresno at Woodward Park.
Staff recommends Council award a contract for Design Build Services RFB
#20-694 to Game Time c/o MRC Inc., PO Box 106, Spring Lake, NJ for the
supply and installation of new playground equipment with associated
improvements at Blain Park and authorize the City Manager to execute the
agreement, as presented.
(8)

Accept as complete the contract with 99 Pipeline, Inc. of Porterville, CA for
work on Project EN0083, a street and utility improvement project on Sonora
Avenue. Authorize the City Engineer to sign the Notice of Completion, and
direct the City Clerk to file the Notice of Completion with the Tulare County
Recorder’s Office. [Submitted by: N. Bartsch] This project is a street and
utility improvement project on Sonora Avenue between West Street and E Street.
The project will reconstruct the street section and will include ADA compliance
improvements to intersection curb returns, drive approaches and alley/sidewalk
intersections that fall within the project limits. Additionally, it will address
necessary water, sewer and storm drain improvements within those limits. The
need for the project was identified through the City’s Pavement Management
System and the review of the condition of the City’s utility infrastructure. This
project was included and approved as a part of the City’s 2017-2022
transportation and utility CIP program budget.
On March 19, 2019, the City Council awarded a contract to 99 Pipeline, Inc. of
Porterville, CA in the amount of $2,409,678.82. On August 15, 2019, the Board
of Public Utilities approved a budget and contract amendment for the installation
of additional water mainline and associated services due to unknown conditions
that were discovered through the construction of the work.
The project was funded through a combination of Gas Tax, Measure R, LTF,
Water and Sewer funds.
A summary of contract costs is as follows:
Approved Contract Amount:
BPU Authorized Amendment:
Bid Item Quantity Adjustments
Contract Change Orders – Various:
Total Construction Contract Cost:

$
2,409,678.82
$ 135,477.08
$
61,943.77 (2.57%)
$
57,982.67 (2.41%)
$ 2,665,082.34

Additional work consisted of changes made by the Water and Sewer
Departments due to unforeseen and differing field conditions, replacement of
additional damaged curb and gutter, replacement of additional storm drain
mainline per the City’s masterplan, and other various bid item quantity
adjustments.
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All work required of 99 Pipeline, Inc. under this contract has been completed in
accordance with the approved plans and specifications. Staff recommends
Council accept as complete the contract with 99 Pipeline, Inc. of Porterville,
CA for work on Project EN0083, a street and utility improvement project on
Sonora Avenue. Authorize the City Engineer to sign the Notice of
Completion, and direct the City Clerk to file the Notice of Completion with
the Tulare County Recorder’s Office, as presented.
XII. SCHEDULED CITIZEN OR GROUP PRESENTATIONS
(1)

Presentation to Women Honorees in recognition of International Women’s Day &
Women’s History Month 2020.

(2)

Presentation by Kaweah Delta Health Care District on Tulare Clinic.

XIII. MAYOR’S REPORT
XIV. STUDENT REPORTS
(1)

Teens on Board City Council representatives Araceli Espinoza, Tulare Western,
Jr.; Amber Munoz, Tulare Western Sr. and Sebastian Pires, Tulare Western, Jr.;
to provide student reports.

XV. GENERAL BUSINESS
Comments related to General Business Items are limited to three minutes per
speaker, for a maximum of 30 minutes per item, unless otherwise extended by the
Council.
(1)

Public Hearing:
a. Public Hearing to pass-to-print Ordinance 19-12, an Ordinance revoking
and replacing Chapter 5.96 of the City of Tulare Municipal Code allowing
Recreational Cannabis Businesses and Establishing Permitting
Procedures and Regulations. [Submitted by: M. Zamora] The Cannabis
Ordinance has been reviewed at numerous council meetings resulting in
several revisions. It is believed all required revisions have been made and the
Ordinance is ready for pass-to-print. The following are the latest revisions to
the ordinance; retail sales are allowed in C-4 or C-3 zoned areas, sales must
be at least 1,000 feet away from each other and at least 600 feet away from
any school, and a total number of 3 including the two medicinal permits
currently issued. The adoption of this Ordinance will not create any fiscal
impact. Once approved, staff will create a timeline for the RFP process for
applicants. Staff recommends Council pass-to-print Ordinance 19-12, an
Ordinance revoking and replacing Chapter 5.96 of the City of Tulare
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Municipal Code allowing Recreational Cannabis Businesses and
Establishing Permitting Procedures and Regulations, as presented.
(2)

Parks and Recreation:
a. Provide staff with direction on the vacant 5.62 acres of city owned
property located on the southeast corner of Nelder Grove Street and
Alpine Avenue. [Submitted by: C. Miller] The City of Tulare owns 5.62
acres of vacant land on the southeast corner of Nelder Grove Street and
Alpine Avenue. The property is located adjacent to Alpine Vista Elementary
School. The General Plan designation on the property is Low Density
Residential and the current Zoning is Public Lands. The original developer for
the Cambridge Subdivision had planned to develop a park and a ponding
basin on the property. Ultimately, the ponding basin was constructed,
however the park was not. Attached is a timeline concerning past Council
actions regarding the subject property.
The City Council’s last direction occurred in May of 2018, which was to
market the property for sale, as it was determined not to be needed for park
purposes. Since that time, the City also developed a water tank storage
facility on a portion of the site for water pressure purposes and subsequently
procured a property appraisal for the remaining 5.62 acres.
In September of 2019 the city received a petition with 308 signatures in
support of a park to be constructed on the subject site. In light of the petition
received, staff would like to confirm Council’s previous direction on the
subject property. Staff recommends Council provide staff with direction
on the vacant 5.62 acres of city owned property located on the
southeast corner of Nelder Grove Street and Alpine Avenue, as
requested.

(3)

Community & Economic Development:
a. City Council review and approval of the Notice of Funding Availability
(NOFA) for Affordable Housing Development and direction to staff to
release said NOFA to solicit Statements of Qualifications from qualified
non-profit and/or for-profit developers who desire to partner with the
City to carry out local affordable housing, community development and
land use goals. [Submitted by: T. Myers] On February 4, 2020, City
Council directed staff to prepare a Notice of Funding Availability to solicit
proposals on the use of the City of Tulare’s Housing Successor Asset Funds
in the approximate amount of $1.5 million.
Staff in partnership with the City’s consultant, RSG, have prepared the
attached draft NOFA for City Council’s review and approval.
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If approved, this NOFA will be released and circulated to solicit Statements of
Qualifications from qualified nonprofit and/or for-profit developers who desire
to partner with the City to carry out local affordable housing, community
development, and land use goals. Up to $1.5 million may be available for one
or more projects that meet the local goals and selection criteria outlined in this
NOFA, subject to formal approval from the City.
Through this NOFA, the City is seeking to engage prospective community
partners and assess their development qualifications based on selected
criteria, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise and experience of the development entity and team in designing
and constructing high quality affordable housing projects;
Vision and design for a market-feasible affordable housing project that
implements the City’s vision for the community and promotes the
community character of the City of Tulare;
Economic viability and financial strength of the proposed project, including
marketability and feasibility;
Experience and ability to creatively negotiate an affordable housing
agreement, or other appropriate development agreement, that provides
the greatest return on investment to the City; and
Financial and organizational capacity of the team to successfully complete
the project, including the ability to secure financing and leverage other
funding sources to build the highest quality housing project.

The City is particularly interested in prospective community partners who
have experience with and are able to develop permanent supportive housing
to assist homeless persons. Staff recommends Council review and
approval of the Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Affordable
Housing Development and direction to staff to release said NOFA to
solicit Statements of Qualifications from qualified non-profit and/or forprofit developers who desire to partner with the City to carry out local
affordable housing, community development and land use goals, as
requested.
XVI. COUNCIL/STAFF UPDATES, REPORTS OR ITEMS OF INTEREST – GC 54954.2(3)
XVII. ADJOURN REGULAR MEETING
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ACTION MINUTES OF TULARE
CITY COUNCIL, CITY OF TULARE
February 18, 2020
A closed session of the City Council, City of Tulare was held on Tuesday,
February 18, 2020, at 6:00 p.m., in the Tulare Public Library & Council Chambers,
491 North “M” Street.
COUNCIL PRESENT: Jose Sigala, Dennis A. Mederos, Terry A. Sayre, Carlton
Jones6:09 p.m.
COUNCIL ABSENT: Greg Nunley
STAFF PRESENT: Rob Hunt, Josh McDonnell, Wes Hensley, Dave Rossman, Janice
Avila, Michael Miller, Mandy Jeffcoach, Roxanne Yoder
I.

CALL TO ORDER CLOSED SESSION
Mayor Sigala called the closed session to order at 6:01 p.m.

II.

CITIZEN COMMENTS - Comments from the public are limited to items listed on the
agenda (GC 54954.3a). Speakers will be allowed three minutes. Please begin your
comments by stating and spelling your name and providing your city of residence.
There were no public comments.

III.

ADJOURN TO CLOSED SESSION PURSUANT TO GOVERNMENT CODE
SECTION(S):
Mayor Sigala adjourned to closed session for items as noted at 6:03 p.m. by Special
Counsel Mandy Jeffcoach.
(a)

54956.9(d)(2) & (e)(2) Conference with Legal Counsel – Anticipated Litigation
One (1) item of anticipated litigation [This involves the Agreement and Undertaking
between the City and Del Lago Place LLC, the status of the improvement and a potential claim on
bond.]

IV.

RECONVENE CLOSED SESSION
Mayor Sigala reconvened from closed session at 7:00 p.m.

V.

CLOSED SESSION REPORT (if any)
Mayor Sigala advised that there were no reportable actions.
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VI.

ADJOURN CLOSED SESSION
Mayor Sigala adjourned closed session at 7:00 p.m.

A regular session of the City Council, City of Tulare was held on Tuesday,
February 18, 2020, at 7:00 p.m., in the Tulare Public Library & Council Chambers,
491 North “M” Street.
COUNCIL PRESENT: Jose Sigala, Dennis A. Mederos, Terry A. Sayre, Carlton
Jones7:08 p.m., Greg Nunley
STUDENTS PRESENT: Aracelli Espinoza, Amber Munoz
STAFF PRESENT: Rob Hunt, Josh McDonnell, Mario Zamora, Special Counsel Mandy
Jeffcoach, Wes Hensley, Dave Rossman, Janice Avila, Michael Miller, Traci Myers,
Craig Miller, Darlene Thompson, Trisha Whitfield, Nick Bartsch, Roxanne Yoder
VII.

CALL TO ORDER REGULAR SESSION
Mayor Sigala called the regular session to order at 7:00 p.m.

VIII.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND INVOCATION
Mayor Sigala led the Pledge of Allegiance and an invocation was given by Josh
McDonnell.

IX.

CITIZEN COMMENTS
Mayor Sigala requested those who wish to speak on matters not on the agenda
within the jurisdiction of the Council, or to address or request a matter be pulled from
the consent calendar to do so at this time. He further stated comments related to
general business matters would be heard at the time that matter is addressed on the
agenda.
Donnette Silva-Carter addressed the Council regarding the release of the Sequoia
Visitors Guide and involvement at the World Ag Expo’s International Business
Center.
Carlo Lovos and Alex Marquez addressed the Council regarding upcoming Library
events. February 22 there is a Veteran’s reception and February 29 a motivational
veteran speaker.
Chase Landers addressed the Council with concerns over the city’s planning map,
the homeless and cannabis.
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Pastor Josh Mateine addressed the Council on behalf of Unchained Church of Tulare
Community Church and their interest in the acquiring the old library building.
X.

COMMUNICATIONS
There were not items for this section of the agenda.

XI.

CONSENT CALENDAR:
It was moved by Council Member Nunley, seconded by Vice Mayor Mederos
and unanimously carried that the items on the Consent Calendar be approved
as presented with the exception of items 3, 5, 6 and 13.
(1)

Authorization to read ordinances by title only.

(2)

Approve minutes of February 4, 2020 special/regular meeting. [Submitted
by: R. Yoder]

(3)

Adopt Ordinance 2020-02 approving Zone Amendment No. 735, to change
the existing zoning designation on approximately 76.5-acres to the R-1-6
(Single Family Residential, 6,000 sq. ft. minimum lot area) and R-1-4
(Small-lot Residential) zoning designation on property located on the
west side of Morrison Street between Tulare Avenue and the Seminole
Avenue alignment. [Submitted by: T. Myers] Item 3 was pulled by Vice
Mayor Mederos to recuse due to a business conflict and Council Member
Nunley recused due to property ownership. With no discussion, it was moved
by Mayor Sigala, seconded by Council Member Jones and carried 3 to 0 (Vice
Mayor Mederos and Council Member Nunley recused) to adopt Ordinance
2020-02 as presented.

(4)

Adopt Ordinance 2020-03, adding Chapter 10.162 to the City of Tulare
Municipal Code, the Farmland Mitigation Ordinance. [Submitted by: M.
Anaya]

(5)

Approve the Parcel Map filed by Tulare Local Health Care District for the
division of land located on the south side of Prosperity Avenue between
Brentwood and Laspina Streets, and accept the 6’ public utility
easements shown thereon. [Submitted by: M. Miller] Item 5 was pulled by
Vice Mayor Mederos and Council Member Nunley to recuse due to business
conflicts. With no discussion, it was moved by Mayor Sigala, seconded by
Council Member Sayre and carried 3 to 0 (Vice Mayor Mederos and Council
Member Nunley recused) to approve as presented.

(6)

Accept the required public works improvements for the Cottonwood
Estates No. 2A Subdivision located along the east side of Turner Drive,
south of Foster Drive as complete, authorize the City Engineer to sign the
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Notice of Completion, and direct the City Clerk to file the Notice of
Completion with the Tulare County Recorder’s Office. [Submitted by: M.
Miller] Item 6 was pulled by Council Member Nunley to recuse due to property
ownership. With no discussion, it was moved by Mayor Sigala, seconded by
Council Member Jones and carried 4 to 0 (Council Member Nunley recused) to
approve as presented.
(7)

Conditionally approve the final map and subdivision improvement
agreement for Phase 2 of Kensington Estates subdivision for recordation,
and accept all easements and dedications offered to the City, subject to
receipt of the signed final map, all fees, and other required items prior to
April 18, 2020. [Submitted by: M. Miller]

(8)

Accept street dedication and right of way along east side of Latimer
Street, north of Sunset Avenue and along the north side of Sunset
Avenue east of Latimer Street. Additionally, accept a public utility grant
of easement associated with the Family Dollar development, and
authorize the City Manager or his designee to sign Certificates of
Acceptance for the same. [Submitted by: M. Miller]

(9)

Approve the Quitclaim Deed for a portion of Lot C of the Willow Glen
Phase 1 subdivision map to Presidio JJR Kensington 111, LLC a Delaware
Limited Liability Company, located near the northeast corner of Cartmill
Avenue and De La Vina Street. Authorize the City Manager to sign the
respective Certificate of Conveyance. [Submitted by: M. Miller]

(10)

Receive and accept the City’s annual audited financial statements
Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) for 2018-2019 fiscal year.
[Submitted by: D. Thompson – a copy of the CAFR is available on the
City’s website and in the Office of the City Clerk for viewing purposes]

(11)

Reject the liability claim filed by attorney Ryan P. Sullivan on behalf of
Brenda Charlton claiming an unlimited dollar amount for medical costs,
pain and suffering, and emotional distress as a result of her interaction
and subsequent arrest by the Tulare Police Department on July 25, 2019.
[Submitted by: J. Avila]

(12)

Reject the liability claim filed by Karim Shahaby in the amount of
$4,816.80 for damages he alleges happened when his parked vehicle was
sideswiped by a Solid Waste truck. [Submitted by: J. Avila]

(13)

Approve the following settlement agreements [Submitted by: J. Avila]:
•

Agreement by and between Jacob Adney and the City of Tulare in the
amount of $18,000;
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•
•

Agreement by and between James Kelly and the City of Tulare, in the
amount of $8,000;
Agreement by and between Tim Ramirez and the City of Tulare, in the
amount of $18,000.

Item 13 was pulled by Council Member Jones for discussion. Special Counsel
Mandy Jeffcoach admonished Council Member Jones due to his previous
recusals on these matters, due to being named in the claims. Council Member
Jones objected. Discussion ensued. It was moved by Mayor Sigala, seconded
by Vice Mayor Mederos and carried 3 to 1 (Council Member Nunley voting no;
Council Member Jones recused per Special Counsel) to approve the items as
presented.
XII.

SCHEDULED CITIZEN OR GROUP PRESENTATIONS
(1)

Animal Services Update by Animal Services Manager Bonnie Heasley.
Animal Services Manager Bonnie Heasley provided a PowerPoint presentation
for the Council’s review and consideration. Informational item only.

XIII.

MAYOR’S REPORT

XIV.

STUDENT REPORTS
Teens-On-Board City Council representatives Aracelli Espinoza, Tulare Western, Jr.;
and Amber Munoz, Tulare Western Sr.; provided student reports.

XV.

GENERAL BUSINESS
Comments related to General Business Items are limited to three minutes per
speaker, for a maximum of 30 minutes per item, unless otherwise extended by the
Council.
(1)

Public Hearing:
a. Public Hearing and presentation by GRC Associates, Inc. on the City of
Tulare’s Five-Year Consolidated Plan 2020-2024 and receive community
input. [Submitted by: T. Myers] Community & Economic Development
Director Traci Myers introduced Housing Grants Specialist Margie Perez and
GRC Associates Consultant Robert Vasquez who provided a PowerPoint
presentation for the Council’s review and consideration and to receive public
input. Mayor Sigala opened the public hearing at 7:43 p.m. Receiving no
public comment, the public hearing was closed at 7:43 p.m. As this was an
informational and public hearing matter, there was no further action by the
Council required at this time.
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(2)

Engineering:
a. Staff to provide an update to Council regarding the status of public
improvements conditionally required for the Tesori subdivision.
[Submitted by: M. Miller] Council Member Nunley recused himself due to a
business relationship and left the meeting. City Attorney Mario Zamora
recused himself from the matter. Special Counsel Mandy Jeffcoach was
seated in his place. Council Member Jones left the meeting. City Engineer
Michael Miller provided a report for the Council’s review, consideration and
direction. Ms. Meena Reddy addressed the Council with concerns over the
development. Jeff Warren, Esq. addressed the Council on behalf of the
developer. Following comments and discussion, it was moved by Vice Mayor
Mederos, seconded by Council Member Sayre and carried 2 to 1 (Mayor
Sigala voting no; Council Member Nunley recused and absent; Council
Member Jones absent) to direct legal counsel, staff and the developer to
meet and review outstanding items and benchmarks to be met and return to
Council on March 17, 2020 to accept those benchmarks; the developer is
granted an extension to meet those benchmarks until June 30, 2020 and shall
return to Council on June 16, 2020, to determine whether the developer has
met all requirements outlined and if not, legal counsel will notify the bond
company of the developer’s failure to perform under that bond.

(3)

Parks and Recreation:
a. Provide staff with direction on the vacant 5.62 acres of city owned
property located on the southeast corner of Nelder Grove Street and
Alpine Avenue. [Submitted by: C. Miller] Council Member Nunley had
recused himself due to property ownership and left the meeting. Vice Mayor
Mederos recused himself due to property ownership in the area. Council
Member Jones also left the meeting. The item was continued to March 3 due
to the lack of a quorum.

(4)

City Council:
a. Adopt Resolution 2020-06 establishing the formation of a Strategic
Action Committee on Homelessness pursuant to the County of Tulare’s
Pathway Home Strategic Plan; further Council discussion on the details
of the Committee such as number of members and objectives of same.
[Submitted by: T. Myers] Community & Economic Development Director
Traci Myers provided a report for the Council’s review and consideration.
Clarifying comments were made by Council Member Sayre and echoed by
Vice Mayor Mederos.
Following a lengthy discussion, it was moved by Mayor Sigala, seconded by
Council Member Sayre and unanimously carried to adopt Resolution 2020-06,
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as amended, initially forming the committee with five (5) appointments by
seat; Council Members Jones and Nunley selected Chuck Miguel and
Christopher Canfield respectively, Vice Mayor Mederos selected Carolyn
Wong and Council Member Sayre will serve as the elected official. [Mayor
Sigala later selected Susan Henard to serve as his appointment.]
Additionally, the Council approved that the committee will determine a
selection of an additional four (4) members for a total of up to nine (9)
members with the committee’s first meeting tentatively scheduled for
Tuesday, February 25, 2020.
XVI.

COUNCIL/STAFF UPDATES, REPORTS OR ITEMS OF INTEREST – GC 54954.2(3)
Mayor Sigala requested an item and there was consensus for the March 3 meeting to
consider Council Member Sayre’s request to attend the Monterey ICSC event.

XVII.

ADJOURN REGULAR MEETING
Mayor Sigala adjourned the regular meeting in memory of former Planning Director
Mark Kielty at 9:14 p.m.

President of the Council and Ex-Officio
Mayor of the City of Tulare
ATTEST:
_________________________________
Chief Deputy City Clerk and Clerk of the
Council of the City of Tulare

AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Community & Economic Development
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached: £ Ordinance £ Resolution ¢ Staff Report ¢ Other £ None

AGENDA ITEM:
City Council review and approval of the City of Tulare Housing Successor Agency Annual
Reports for Fiscal Year 2018-2019.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

¨ Yes

¢ No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
The City of Tulare (“City”) is the Housing Successor Agency to the former Tulare Redevelopment
Agency (“Housing Successor”). Health and Safety Code (“HSC”) Section 34176.1 (enacted by
Senate Bill 341 and related legislation) requires the Housing Successor to prepare an annual
report documenting compliance with expenditure proportionality and other requirements
pertaining to its Low-and-Moderate-Income Housing Asset Fund (“Housing Asset Fund”). The
report is due to the California Department of Housing and Community Development (“HCD”) by
April 1st annually. The report must be also be presented to City Council and posted on the City’s
website.
Housing Successor staff and consultants have prepared a Housing Successor Agency Annual
Report for the Fiscal Year 2018-19. The report will be presented to City Council to receive and
file. Staff will submit the report to HCD by April 1, 2020. The following sections summarize the
Housing Successor’s finances and compliance with various requirements. Overall the Housing
Successor is compliant with all requirements
Low-and-Moderate-Income Housing Asset Fund
The Housing Asset Fund includes all the assets that were transferred from the Tulare
Redevelopment Agency (“Agency”) to the Housing Successor upon dissolution of the former
Agency. The assets included:
•
•
•
•

Real properties,
Low/Mod encumbrances,
Loan/grants receivable, and
Rents/operations.

As of June 30, 2019, the Housing Asset Fund had a cash balance of $1,602,542 and a total
asset balance of $10,915,053. Most of the asset value is from loans receivable that are due to
the Housing Successor.
Revenues have ranged from approximately $20,000 to $93,000 between FYE 2014 to 2019. In
FY 2018-19, the Housing Asset Fund had $67,816 in deposits from interest income and loan
repayments.
Expenditures have ranged from approximately $275 to $32,000 between FYE 2014 to 2019.
Expenses in FY 2018-19 were $14,915. All expenditures have been administrative expenses
within the annual limits permitted by law.
Property Disposition
State law requires housing successors to sell or develop properties transferred from the former
redevelopment agency within five to ten years. Upon the dissolution of redevelopment, the
former Agency transferred one real property at 340 Howard Street that was sold within the
timeframe required by law.
Outstanding Inclusionary and Replacement Housing Obligations
At the time of its dissolution, the former Agency met its inclusionary and replacement housing
requirements. Therefore, the Housing Successor is no longer subject to obligations related to
inclusionary housing or replacement housing.
Income & Age Proportionality
If housing successors expend money on projects, State law requires at least 30 percent to be
spent on extremely low-income rental housing, among other restrictions. FY 2018-19 marks the
end of the first five-year compliance period evaluating income proportionality. The Housing
Successor has only spent Housing Asset Funds on administrative activities in the five-year
period. With no project-related expenditures to report, the Housing Successor is by default
compliant with the proportionality requirements.
State law also sets a limit on the portion of publicly assisted deed-restricted rental housing that
may be restricted to seniors. The City and former Agency assisted 3 properties with 126 units
in the last 10 years, of which none are restricted to seniors. The City may spend more money
subsidizing senior rental units in the future; however, it must ensure that no more than 50 percent
of the total aggregate number of rental units at all affordability levels produced within the
preceding 10 years are restricted to seniors.
Excess Surplus
Senate Bill 341 reinstated a requirement to prevent housing successors from accumulating an
excess surplus, which is generally defined as unencumbered cash that exceeds the greater of
$1 million or the aggregate amount deposited into the Housing Asset Fund in the preceding four
years.

The Housing Asset Fund had a cash balance of $1,550,460 at the beginning of FY 2018-19.
The Housing Successor had an excess surplus of $550,460 for FY 2018-19 ($1,550,460 less $1
million). The Housing Successor also had an excess surplus of $487,407 for FY 2017-18.
State law requires the Housing Successor to spend or encumber its excess surplus within three
fiscal years, or June 30, 2021. If the excess surplus is not spent or formally committed to a
project by an executed agreement by this date, the Housing Successor will be required to remit
the funds to HCD to spend on statewide housing programs.
The Housing Successor plans to issue a Notice of Funding Availability in March 2020 inviting
developer proposals to spend up to $1.5 million on an affordable housing development project,
with a preference for permanent supportive housing serving the homeless population. Staff will
ensure that Housing Asset Funds are spent pursuant to the income and age proportionality
requirements described in the previous section.
Homeownership Unit Inventory
State law requires the annual report to contain an inventory of any homeownership units assisted
by the Housing Successor that require restrictions, covenants, or an adopted program that
protects Housing Asset Fund monies. The Housing Successor oversees 60 homeownership
units with affordability restrictions. One property was removed from the homeowner inventory
in FY 2018-19 because their loan was paid off.
FISCAL IMPACT:
The Housing Successor Agency Annual Reports are informational and have no fiscal impact.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
City Council review and approval of the City of Tulare Housing Successor Agency Annual
Reports for Fiscal Year 2018-2019.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS: ¨ Yes

¢ N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED: ¨ Yes
Submitted by: Traci Myers

Date: February 24, 2020

Title:

¨ No

¢ N/A

Deputy Community and Economic
Development Director

City Manager Approval: __________

ATTACHMENTS:
Attachment 1 – Housing Successor Agency Annual Report for Fiscal Year 2018-19

HOUSING SUCCESSOR AGENCY ANNUAL REPORT
City of Tulare
Fiscal Year 2018-19
Draft 2.20.20
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INTRODUCTION
The Tulare Housing Successor (“Housing Successor”) is the Housing Successor Agency to the former
Tulare Redevelopment Agency (“Agency”). The Housing Successor is responsible for maintaining
housing assets transferred from the former Agency. Its main goal is to provide affordable housing for
City of Tulare (“City”) residents.
This Housing Successor Agency Annual Report (“Annual Report”) contains information on Fiscal Year
(“FY”) 2018-19 finances and activities as required by Health and Safety Code (“HSC”) Section 34176.1(f).
FY 2018-19 marks the end of the first five-year compliance period for income proportionality. This Annual
Report details how the Housing Successor met all requirements for expenditures by income level from
January 1, 2014 through June 30, 2019.
The Annual Report is due to the California Department of Housing and Community Development (“HCD”)
by April 1 annually, and must be accompanied by an independent financial audit. The City’s audited
financial statements will be posted on the City’s website when available. This report is an addendum to
the Housing Element Annual Progress Report required by Government Code Section 65400, which is
submitted to HCD by April 1 annually.

HOUSING SUCCESSOR REQUIREMENTS
Senate Bill (“SB”) 3411 and subsequent legislation enacted several requirements for housing successor
agencies. Housing successors must comply with three major requirements pursuant to HSC Section
34176.1:
1. Expenditures and housing production are subject to income and age targets.
2. Housing successors may not accumulate an “excess surplus,” or a high balance based on certain
thresholds.

1

2013-14 legislative session
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3. Properties must be developed with affordable housing or sold within five to ten years of the
California Department of Finance approving the Housing Asset Transfer Form.
The requirements are designed to ensure that housing successors are actively utilizing former Agency
housing assets to produce affordable housing. Appendix 1 provides a detailed summary of the reporting
requirements that are addressed in this Annual Report.

ASSETS TRANSFERRED TO HOUSING SUCCESSOR
Upon the statewide dissolution of redevelopment in 2012, all rights, powers, committed assets, liabilities,
duties, and obligations associated with the housing activities of the Agency were transferred to the
Housing Successor. The Housing Successor prepared a Housing Asset Transfer Form (“HAT”) that
provided an inventory of all housing assets transferred from the Agency to the Housing Successor. This
included:
1. Real properties;
2. Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund encumbrances;
3. Loan receivables; and
4. Rents.
All items on HAT were approved by the California Department of Finance (“DOF”) on February 25, 2013.
It is important to distinguish that Housing Successor assets that were not transferred from the former
Agency, or generated by or purchased with assets from the former Agency, are not subject to HSC
Section 34176.1. A copy of the HAT is provided as Appendix 2
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HOUSING ASSET FUND ACTIVITY
Former Agency assets, and the revenues generated by those assets, are maintained in a Low and
Moderate Income Housing Asset Fund (“Housing Asset Fund”).2 Housing Asset Funds may be spent on:
•

Administrative costs up to $200,000 per year adjusted for inflation, or 5% of the statutory value
of real property owned by the housing successor and the value of loans and grants receivable
from the HAT (“Portfolio”), whichever is greater. According to HCD, the $200,000 limit adjusted
for inflation in FY 2018-19 was $215,500. In comparison, 5% of Tulare’s Portfolio value was
$465,015 (5% of $9,300,692). The FY 2018-19 administrative cost limit for the Housing Successor
was the higher number of $465,035.

•

Homeless prevention and rapid rehousing services up to $250,000 per year if the former
Agency did not have any outstanding housing inclusionary or replacement housing production
requirements. The Housing Successor qualifies to spend Housing Asset Funds on this category
if it chooses because the former Agency had a surplus of affordable housing production units
upon dissolution.

•

Affordable housing development assisting households up to 80 percent of the Area Median
Income (“AMI”), subject to specific income and age targets.
Five-Year Income Proportionality: If any Housing Asset Funds are spent on affordable
housing development, it triggers a requirement to spend at least 30 percent of such expenses
assisting extremely low income households (30% AMI) and no more than 20 percent on low
income households (between 60-80% AMI) per five-year compliance period. The first fiveyear compliance period was January 1, 2014 through June 30, 2019.
Note that housing successors must report expenditures by category each year, but
compliance with income proportionality limits is measured every five years. For example, a
housing successor could spend all its funds in a single year on households earning between

2

The Housing Asset Fund replaced the former Agency’s Low and Moderate Income Housing Fund.
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60-80% AMI, as long as it was 20 percent or less of the total expenditures during the five-year
compliance period.
Ten-Year Age Proportionality: If more than 50% of the total aggregate number of rental units
produced by the City, Housing Successor, or former Agency during the past 10 years are
restricted to seniors, the Housing Successor may not spend more Housing Asset Funds on
senior rental housing.
Appendix 3 describes Housing Asset Fund expenditure requirements in more detail, including the types
of costs eligible in each category.

EXPENDITURE LIMIT COMPLIANCE
The Housing Successor complied with all Housing Asset Fund spending restrictions in FY 2018-19,
including five-year compliance period income targeting requirements:3
•

Administrative costs of $14,914 did not exceed the $465,035 maximum amount for FY 2018-19.

•

No homeless prevention or rapid rehousing expenses were made in FY 2018-19.

•

No affordable housing development-related expenditures were made during the five-year
compliance period. Therefore, the five-year compliance period income targets were met.

The Housing Successor will ensure it continues to meet all expenditure requirements going forward,
including the next five-year compliance period of July 1, 2019 through June 30, 2024.
Failure to comply with the extremely low income requirement in any five-year compliance period will result
in the Housing Successor having to ensure that 50 percent of remaining funds be spent on extremely low
income rental units until in compliance. Exceeding the expenditure limit for low households earning

3

The Housing Asset Fund figures in this Annual Report are based on unaudited numbers that were available at the
time this report was prepared. They might vary slightly from audited numbers once the Housing Successor’s annual
audit is complete.
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between 60-80% AMI in any five-year reporting period will result in the Housing Successor not being able
to expend any funds on these income categories until in compliance.

SENIOR HOUSING LIMIT COMPLIANCE
The Housing Successor complies with the limit allowing no more than 50 percent of the total aggregate
number of rental units produced within the preceding ten years to be restricted to seniors. The Housing
Successor, City, and former Agency assisted 126 deed-restricted rental units in the last ten years, none
of which are restricted to seniors. Table 1 details units assisted by project.
Table 1
Deed-Restricted Senior Rental Units Assisted Prior Ten Years
Senior
Units

%

Non-Senior
Units

%

Total Units

484 Beechwood Dr.
552 W. Alpine Pl.

0
0

0%
0%

20
57

100%
100%

20
57

360 N West St.
Total

0
0

0%

49
126

100%

49
126

Property

% Senior Units:

0%

Source: City of Tulare

DEPOSITS AND FUND BALANCE
The Housing Successor deposited $67,816 into the Housing Asset Fund during FY 2018-19. Revenues
were from investment interest income and loan repayments as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig u re 1.
FY 20 18-19 D ep osit s ($67,816)

$6,394

Investment Interest Income
Loan Repayments
$61,422

The Housing Asset Fund balance as of June 30, 2019 was $10,915,053 as summarized in Figure 2. Of
the total asset balance, $1.6 million was available cash.

Fig u re 2.
FY 20 18-19 Asset Balan ce ($10 ,915,0 53)
$1,602,542
$11,818
Cash
Interest Receivable
$9,300,692

Loans and Notes Receivable

DEPOSITS FROM CITY TO AGENCY LOAN REPAYMENTS
HSC Section 34191.4(b)(3)(C) requires that 20 percent of any loan repayment made from a
redevelopment successor agency to a city, for a loan that a city made to a former redevelopment agency,
be deducted from the loan repayment amount and transferred to the Housing Asset Fund. The Tulare
Redevelopment Successor Agency has an outstanding loan owed to the City with an outstanding
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principal balance of $16,052,848. Interest is accrued at three percent annually. The loan is expected to
be repaid between Fiscal Years 2020-21 through 2050-51. Twenty percent of all loan repayments will
be deposited into the Housing Asset Fund.

EXCESS SURPLUS
The Housing Asset Fund may not accumulate an “excess surplus”, or an unencumbered amount that
exceeds the greater of $1 million, or the sum of deposits in the prior four fiscal years. This requirement
ensures that housing successors are actively spending available Housing Asset Funds on affordable
housing.
The Housing Successor had an excess surplus of $550,460 as of FY 2018-19, as shown in Table 2.

Fiscal Year
Deposits

Table 2
Excess Surplus Calculation
2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17
$ 25,223 $ 20,957 $ 93,143 $ 36,793

2017-18
$
93,085

2018-19
$
67,816

Beginning Cash Balance
Less: Encumbered Funds
Unencumbered Amount

$ 1,487,407
$
$ 1,487,407

$ 1,550,460
$
$ 1,550,460

Step 1
$1 Million, or
Last 4 Deposits

$ 1,000,000
$ 176,116

$ 1,000,000
$ 243,978

Result: Larger Number

$ 1,000,000

$ 1,000,000

Step 2
Unencumbered Cash Balance
Larger Number From Step 1

$ 1,487,407
$ 1,000,000

$ 1,550,460
$ 1,000,000

Excess Surplus

$

$

487,407

550,460

In the FY 2017-18 Annual Report, the Housing Successor reported an excess surplus of $1,374,344
based on the ending cash balance as of June 30, 2018. The excess surplus calculation methodology
was updated this year to calculate excess surplus based on the cash balance at the beginning of the
fiscal year.

This matches the calculation methodology applied by HCD prior to redevelopment

dissolution. Based on the updated methodology, the FY 2017-18 excess surplus was $472,493. Table
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4 demonstrates that the Housing Successor spent $14,914 after FY 2017-18, leaving a remaining FY
2017-18 excess surplus of $472,493.
Table 3
FY 17-18 Excess Surplus Elimination
Fiscal Year
2017-181
Excess Surplus (Beginning of 2018-19)
$ 487,407
Elimination of FY 17-18 Excess Surplus
Expenditures
FY 18-19 Administrative Costs
Encumbrances
N/A

$

14,914

$

-

Remaining 17-18 Excess Surplus

$

472,493

1

The 2017-18 Annual Report reported a $1,374,344 excess
surplus as of 6/30/18 based on the ending FY 2017-18 cash
balance. The excess surplus calculation was revised to be
based on the beginning FY 2017-18 cash balance to mirror the
calculation methodology used by HCD prior to redevelopment
dissolution.

The excess surplus must be expended or encumbered within three fiscal years, or FY 2020-21 for the
FY 2017-18 excess surplus amount ($472,493) and FY 2021-22 for the FY 2018-19 excess surplus
amount ($550,460). If the Housing Successor fails to comply, it must transfer any excess surplus to HCD
within 90 days of the end of the third fiscal year. Tulare plans to issue a Notice of Funding Availability
inviting developer proposals to spend up to $1.5 million on an affordable housing development project,
with a preference for permanent supportive housing serving the homeless population.

TRANSFERS TO OTHER HOUSING SUCCESSORS
There were no transfers to another housing successor entity for a joint project pursuant to HSC Section
34176.1.

HOUSING SUCCESSOR PORTFOLIO
The Housing Successor Portfolio includes no properties and nine loans receivable transferred from the
former Agency. The Portfolio had a value of $9,300,692 as of FY 2018-19, as detailed in Table 4.
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Table 4
Portfolio Value of Real Properties and Loans Receivable
Asset
Real Properties
None1
Loans and Notes Receivable
Salvation Army
Tulare Family Housing
Kaweah Management Company
Tule Vista Association
Tulare Pacific Association
Tulare Aspen Association
Deferred Loans Receivable
Housing Loans Receivable
Tulare Family Housing
Subtotal
Total Portfolio Value

Amount

221,407
1,550,000
282,848
3,220,000
1,098,867
2,000,000
433,134
91,885
402,551
$9,300,692
$9,300,692

1

The Fund 81 Trial Balance includes land held for resale value of $44,000 for a
property sold in June 2018. The asset value will be removed from the 2018-19
balance sheet. The value is not included in this report since it was sold before the end
of the fiscal year.

LOANS RECEIVABLE
The City must report the statutory value of real properties formerly owned by the Agency or purchased
by the City with Housing Asset Funds, and the value of loans and/or grants receivable transferred on the
Housing Asset Transfer Form. The City inherited one real property, which was sold in Fiscal Year 201718, and 54 loans from the former Agency when it dissolved on February 1, 2012. Table 4 shows the total
value of the loans receivable as of June 30, 2019. The Housing Asset Transfer Form in Appendix 2 shows
more detailed information about each property and loan receivable at the time they were transferred in
2012.

PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS AND DISPOSITION STATUS
HSC Section 34176(e) requires that all real properties acquired by the Agency prior to February 1, 2012
and transferred to the City be developed for affordable housing purposes or disposed of within five years
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from the date DOF approved the Housing Asset Transfer Form, or February 25, 2023. The law allows for
a five-year extension via adoption of a resolution.
The Agency transferred one real property to the City located at 340 Howard Street, a single-family rental
property. The City sold the property in December 2017 because it was not economically feasible to
rehabilitate the property, which had fallen into disrepair. The property was sold to Varo Real Investments
for $75,100, who eventually rehabilitated the property and resold it for non-affordable housing purposes.
The net sales proceeds of $69,711 were deposited into the Housing Asset Fund in FY 2017-18.

HOMEOWNERSHIP UNIT INVENTORY
Table 5 presents an inventory of homeownership units assisted by the Housing Successor that require
restrictions, covenants, or an adopted program that protects Housing Asset Fund monies.
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Table 5
Homeownership Unit Inventory

Project Name / Address

# Assisted
Units

Affordability Covenant Term

W. Gail Ave & N. E St.
1042 Tulare Ave. (Residential Unit)

22
1

07/24/08
2/17/2011

7/24/2053
2/17/2056

1042 Tulare Ave. (Lot)
445 S. I St.
141 N. B St.
425 S. F St
813 N. G St
824 N. E St
720 W Tulare Ave.
756 S. C St
615 S. Sacramento St.
715 S. C St
257 W Pleasant
532 W King Ave.
572 S West
1304 W. Elm
600 S. Howard
505 N. F St.
351 N. A St.
625 So Sacramento
832 S. U St.
824 S. U St.
601 S. T St.
901 S. T St.
802 S. U
900 S. U St.
740 S. P St.
527 S. S
853 S. U St.
621 S. P St.
810 S. U
921 S. T
847 S. U
608 S. T St.
548 S. T St.
838 S. U St.
741 S. T St.
729 S. T St.
161 N. A St.
Total Units

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
60

2/17/2011
6/8/2010
6/8/2010
8/11/1998
4/29/1998
8/28/2001
10/22/1998
10/26/1998
9/10/1998
12/29/1998
5/6/1998
8/16/2002
4/28/1998
6/17/1998
10/7/1998
12/14/1998
9/24/2001
1/16/2001
4/20/1994
4/20/1994
4/14/1993
4/20/1994
4/20/1994
5/7/1993
6/6/1905
4/14/1993
4/20/1994
4/14/1993
4/20/1994
2/16/1994
4/20/1994
6/1/1990
6/1/1990
4/20/1994
6/1/1990
6/1/1990
1/30/2012

2/17/2056
6/8/2055
6/8/2055
8/11/2048
4/29/2048
8/28/2051
10/22/2048
10/26/2048
9/10/2048
12/29/2048
5/6/2048
8/16/2052
4/28/2048
7/1/2048
10/7/2048
12/14/2048
9/24/2051
11/30/2029
11/30/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
12/28/2029
1/31/2057

Note: In 2018-19, one property was removed from the homeownership inventory because a loan was paid
off and the property is no longer affordable (670 E. Inyo Avenue).
Source: City of Tulare
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APPENDIX 1 - HOUSING SUCCESSOR ANNUAL REPORT
REQUIREMENTS
Housing Successor Reporting Requirements
Health and Safety Code Section 34176.1(f)
Housing Asset Fund
Revenues & Expenditures
Total amount deposited in the
Housing Asset Fund for the fiscal
year

Other Assets and Active
Projects

Obligations & Proportionality

Description of any project(s)
funded through the ROPS

Description of any outstanding
production obligations of the
former Agency that were
inherited by the Housing
Successor

Statement of balance at the
close of the fiscal year

Update on property
disposition efforts (note that
housing successors may only
hold property for up to five
years, unless it is already
developed with affordable
housing)

Compliance with proportionality
requirements (income group
targets), which must be upheld
on a five year cycle

Description of Expenditures for
the fiscal year, broken out as
follows:

Other “portfolio” balances,
including:

Percentage of deed-restricted
rental housing restricted to
seniors and assisted by the
former Agency, the Housing
Successor, or the City within the
past ten years compared to the
total number of units assisted by
any of those three agencies

Amount of deposits funded by a
Recognized Obligation Payment
Schedule (“ROPS”)

•

Homeless prevention and
rapid rehousing

•

Administrative and
monitoring

•

Housing development
expenses by income level
assisted

Description of any transfers to
another housing successor for a
joint project

•

Statutory value of any
real property either
transferred from the
former Agency or
purchased by the
Housing Asset Fund

•

Value of loans and
grants receivable

Inventory of homeownership
units assisted by the former
Agency or the housing
successor that are subject to
covenants or restrictions or to
an adopted program that
protects the former Agency’s
investment of monies from the
Low and Moderate Income
Housing Fund
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Amount of any excess surplus,
and, if any, the plan for
eliminating it
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APPENDIX 2 – HOUSING ASSET TRANSFER FORM
The Housing Asset Transfer Form is attached as a separate document.
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APPENDIX 3 – HOUSING ASSET FUND EXPENDITURE
REQUIREMENTS
Housing Asset Fund Expenditure Requirements
Health and Safety Code Section 34176.1
Expense
Category
Administration
and
Compliance
Monitoring

Limits
$465,035 for
FY 2018-19
(limit varies
each year)

Allowable Uses
Administrative activities such as:
• Professional services (consultant fees, auditor fees, etc.)
• Staff salaries, benefits, and overhead for time spent on
Housing Successor administration
• Compliance monitoring to ensure compliance with affordable
housing and loan agreements
• Property maintenance at Housing Successor-owned
properties
Capped at $200,000 adjusted annually for inflation or 5% of the
statutory value of real property owned by the housing successor
and the value of loans and grants receivable from the HAT
(“Portfolio”), whichever is greater.

Homeless
Prevention
and
Rapid
Rehousing
Solutions

$250,000
maximum per
fiscal year

Services for individuals and families who are homeless or would be
homeless but for this assistance, including:
• Contributions toward the construction of local or regional
homeless shelters
• Housing relocation and stabilization services including
housing search, mediation, or outreach to property owners
• Short-term or medium-term rental assistance
• Security or utility deposits
• Utility payments
• Moving cost assistance
• Credit repair
• Case management
• Other appropriate activities for homelessness prevention and
rapid rehousing of persons who have become homeless.

Affordable
Housing
Development

No spending
limit, but must
comply with
income and
age targets

“Development” includes:
• New construction
• Acquisition and rehabilitation
• Substantial rehabilitation
• Acquisition of long-term affordability covenants on multifamily
units
• Preservation of at-risk units whose affordable rent restrictions
would otherwise expire over the next five years
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Housing Asset Fund Expenditure Requirements
Health and Safety Code Section 34176.1
Expense
Category

Limits
Income
Targets

Allowable Uses
Every five years (currently FYE 2020-2024), Housing Asset Funds
must meet income targets:
• At least 30% on extremely low income rental households (up
to 30% AMI or “Area Median Income”)
• No more than 20% on low income households (60-80% AMI)
Moderate and above moderate income households may not be
assisted (above 80% AMI).
Failure to comply with the extremely low income requirement in
any five-year compliance period will result in having to ensure
that 50 percent of remaining funds be spent on extremely low
income rental units until in compliance.
Exceeding the expenditure limit for low households earning
between 60-80% AMI in any five-year reporting period will result
in not being able to expend any funds on these income
categories until in compliance.

Age Targets

For the prior ten years (resets every year), a maximum of 50% of
deed-restricted rental housing units assisted by the Housing
Successor or its host jurisdiction may be restricted to seniors.
If a housing successor fails to comply, Housing Asset Funds may
not be spent on deed-restricted rental housing restricted to seniors
until in compliance.

Tulare Housing Successor Annual Report 2018-19
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AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Engineering Services
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached:

Ordinance

Resolution

Staff Report

Other

None

AGENDA ITEM:
Accept an easement for public street and utility purposes from Presidio JJR Kensington 111,
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, located at the intersection of Bolton Avenue and
Devenshire Street as part of the Kensington Estates 2 subdivision. Authorize the City Manager
to sign the Certificate of Acceptance for the same.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

Yes

No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
The final map for Phase 2 of the Kensington Estates subdivision received conditional approval
from Council on February 18, 2020. To allow for construction of the intersection of Bolton Avenue and Devenshire Street as part of this phase of Kensington Estates, it is necessary to construct improvements on adjacent property that is outside of the limits of the subdivision. This
property is within the boundaries of the future Phase 3 of the Willow Glen subdivision. The
owners of this adjacent property, Presidio JJR Kensington 111, LLC, have signed an easement
in favor of the City for public street and utility purposes to allow for construction of the Bolton
Avenue and Devenshire Street intersection improvements, and its continued use and utility
maintenance until the ultimate dedication of right-of-way with Phase 3 of the Willow Glen subdivision.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Accept an easement for public street and utility purposes from Presidio JJR Kensington 111,
LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability Company, located at the intersection of Bolton Avenue and
Devenshire Street as part of the Kensington Estates 2 subdivision. Authorize the City Manager
to sign the Certificate of Acceptance for the same.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS:

Yes

N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED:

Yes

No

N/A

FUNDING SOURCE/ACCOUNT NUMBER: N/A
Submitted by: Michael Miller

Title: City Engineer

Date: February 25, 2020

City Manager Approval:__________

Office of the City Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF ACCEPTANCE
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, that the interest in real property conveyed by the
Grant of Easement dated March 3, 2020, from Presidio JJR Kensington
111, LLC to the City of Tulare a Municipal Corporation of the State of
California, was duly accepted by the City Council of the City of Tulare on
March 3, 2020, and by the same order of the City Council of the City of
Tulare, the City Manager was authorized to execute this Certificate of
Acceptance to be recorded with the Grant of Easement.
CITY OF TULARE

By: __________________________
Rob Hunt
City Manager
ATTEST:
_______________________
Chief Deputy City Clerk

411 East Kern Avenue

–

Tulare, California 93274

–

559.684.4200

–

Fax 559.685.2398

AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Engineering / Project Management
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached:

Ordinance

Resolution

Staff Report

Other

None

AGENDA ITEM:
Authorize the City Manager to complete and execute the documents necessary to declare as
public right-of-way a portion of the “J” Street at Cartmill Avenue well site – Well 4-5: Project
WT0038 – North “J” Street Well Project, subject only to minor conforming and clarifying
changes acceptable to the City Attorney and City Manager.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

Yes

No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
Capital Improvement Project (CIP) WT0038 constructs a new well and appurtenances at the
southeast quadrant of Cartmill Avenue and “J” Street with the well site fronting “J” Street. The
general area of the well site is identified in a Technical Memorandum (Report) prepared by
Carollo in 2012 with the well identified as W-4-5. The 2012 Report outlines deficiencies in the
City’s water system based on existing and projected growth at that time.
In October 2018, a Suitability and Sales Agreement was executed with Mr. Teo Albers, the
property owner of the vacant parcel at the southeast quadrant of “J” Street and Cartmill Avenue, giving the City the right to construct a test well. In February 2019, construction of a test
well was started at the site with completion in early March. Test results were favorable, indicating that the well site should provide good pumping capacity and good water quality without
treatment. Based on results of the test well, the Board of Public Utilities gave staff permission
in late May 2019 to negotiate a fair and reasonable price for the parcel. The subsequent purchase included the well site and a small piece of additional “J” Street right-of-way. In September 2019, the deed to the parcel was recorded in favor of the City of Tulare without a designation that a portion was for street right of way.
This request is to clarify that a portion of the land deeded to the City is designated for street
right-of-way. The BPU approved the same at their February 20, 2020 Board meeting. There
are no costs associated with this action.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Authorize the City Manager to complete and execute the documents necessary to declare as
public right-of-way a portion of the “J” Street at Cartmill Avenue well site – Well 4-5: Project
WT0038 – North “J” Street Well Project, subject only to minor conforming and clarifying
changes acceptable to the City Attorney and City Manager.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS:

Yes

N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED:

Yes

No

N/A

FUNDING SOURCE/ACCOUNT NUMBER:
Submitted by: James L. Funk

Title: Project Manager

Date: February 20, 2020

City Manager Approval: __________

RECORDING REQUESTED BY
AND WHEN RECORDED MAIL TO:

CITY OF TULARE – ENGINEERING
411 EAST KERN AVE
TULARE CA 93274
MAIL TAX STATEMENTS TO PARTY LISTED ABOVE
APN:

Not Yet Assigned - See Deed 2019-0050067

EXEMPT FROM RECORDING FEE PER GOV. CODE § 6103
ADDRESS:

GRANT DEED
The undersigned Grantor(s) Declare(s):
DOCUMENTARY TRANSFER TAX IS $ NONE; CITY TRANSFER TAX $ NONE
Computed on consideration or full value of property coveyed, OR
Computed on consideration or full value less value of liens or encumbrances remaining at time of sale,
Exempt from transfer tax; Reason: BENEFIT OF CITY OF TULARE
FOR VALUABLE CONSIDERATION, the receipt of which is hereby acknowledged,
the CHARTER CITY OF TULARE, a California municipal corporation of the State of California
hereby GRANTS to
the CHARTER CITY OF TULARE
the following described property in the City of Tulare, County of Tulare, State of California:
See Exhibit “A” attached hereto and made a part hereof for Right-Of-Way purposes
GRANTOR
The Charter City of Tulare,
A California municipal corporation of the State of California
Dated:___________________

_____________________________________________
Rob A. Hunt, City Manager

A notary public or other officer completing this certificate verifies only the identity of the individual who signed
the document to which this certificate is attached and not the truthfulness, accuracy, or validity of that document.
State of California

)

County of _____________________________ )
On _________________ before me, ______________________________________________________,
Date

Here Insert Name and Title of the Officer

personally appeared ___________________________________________________________________,
Name(s) of Signer(s)

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(s) is/are subscribed to
the within instrument and acknowledged to me that he/she/they executed the same in his/her/their authorized capacity(ies), and that by his/her/their signature(s) on the instrument the person(s), or the entity upon behalf of
which the person(s) acted, executed the instrument.
I certify under PENALTY OF PERJURY under the laws of the
State of California that the foregoing paragraph is true and
correct.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.

Signature _______________________________
Place Notary Seal Above

Office of the City Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF ACCEPTANCE
THIS IS TO CERTIFY, that the interest in real property conveyed by the Grant Deed
dated ____________________, from the City of Tulare, a Charter City to the City of
Tulare, a Municipal Corporation of the State of California, was duly accepted by the City
Council of the City of Tulare on March 3, 2020, and by the same order of the City
Council of the City of Tulare, the City Manager was authorized to execute this certificate of acceptance to be recorded with the Grant of Deed.

CITY OF TULARE

By: _____________________________
Rob A. Hunt, City Manager
ATTEST:
_____________________________
Chief Deputy City Clerk

AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Community Services/Parks Division
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached: £ Ordinance ¨ Resolution P Staff Report £ Other £None

AGENDA ITEM:
Award a contract for Design Build Services RFP #20-694 to Game Time c/o MRC, Inc.
PO Box 106, Spring Lake, NJ for the supply and installation of new playground
equipment with associated improvements at Blain Park and authorize the City Manager
to execute the agreement.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

¨ Yes

P No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
In response to solicitation, staff received three proposals to design, supply and install
new playground equipment with shading on the composite structure at Blain Park. The
Request for Proposals (RFP) additionally called for the contractor’s quoted price to
furnish and install necessary ADA compliant fall surfacing for access/egress to the
composite structure and play features.
On January 30, 2020 Game Time c/o MRC, Inc., located at PO Box 106 Spring Lake,
NJ submitted a proposal of $63,253.85. Council approved CIP budget for this project
was $70,000.00 (see attached CIP – Admin Project - Parks). Staff began negotiations
with Game Time c/o MRC Inc., to increase the size of the shade structure from 7’ by 7’
as originally submitted to 20’ by 20’ to provide safer and cooler play on the structure for
the children and received an amended proposal of $68,265.23 to remain within budget.
Game Time c/o MRC Inc., reputation in the playground supplier and installer industry is
very good. They have completed work in the past for the City of Tulare at Sunrise and
Centennial Parks, and for the City of Fresno at Woodward Park.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Award a contract for Design Build Services RFB #20-694 to Game Time c/o MRC Inc.,
PO Box 106, Spring Lake, NJ for the supply and installation of new playground
equipment with associated improvements at Blain Park and authorize the City Manager
to execute the agreement.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS: £ Yes

£ N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED: £ Yes

P No

FUNDING SOURCE/ACCOUNT NUMBER:
$70,000.00 PK0026-050-0600 G/L 601-4601-6015
Submitted by: Craig Miller

Title: Community Services Director

Date: March 3, 2020

City Manager Approval: ______

£ N/A

CITY OF TULARE
STATE OF CALIFORNIA
CONTRACT
PK0026 - BLAIN PARK PLAYGROUND REPLACEMENT – DESIGN-BUILD SERVICES

GENERAL PROVISIONS
SECTION ONE: DEFINITION OF TERMS
101.1 Terms: Wherever used in the General Provisions, or in the other Contract Documents, the
following terms have the meanings indicated, applicable both to the singular and plural thereof:
AASHTO:

Latest revised specifications of the American Association of State Highway
and Transportation Officials.

ASTM:

Latest revised specifications of the American Society for Testing Materials.

Amendment:

Written or graphic instrument issued which clarifies, corrects or changes
the solicitation.

Architect/Engineer: The person licensed to practice Architecture/Engineering by the State of
California and who is identified as the Architect/Engineer of Record by
affixing his/her seal upon the Contract.
Bonds:

Bid, performance, and payment bonds as well as any other instruments of
security.

Change Order:

A document approved by the City Contract Representative and which is
signed by the Contractor and the City Manager or his/her duly authorized
designee and authorizes an addition, deletion, or revision to the Work, or
an adjustment in the Contract Price, Completion time, issued on or after
the effective date of the Contract.

City:

The City of Tulare, California, a Municipal Corporation and Charter City.

City Contract Representative: The City official administering the Contract for the City of Tulare.
Completion Time:

The number of working days agreed to by the City and Contractor for
completion of the Work, which may be revised by written Change Order.
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Construction:

The process of building, altering, repairing, improving or demolishing any
public structure or building or other public improvements of any kind to any
real property.

Contract:

General Terms and Conditions, the written included/attached Construction
Services Agreement and all associated Attachments, Drawings,
Amendments and Change Orders executed between the City and the
Contractor covering the Work to be performed.

Contract Price:

The amount payable by the City to the Contractor for satisfactory
completion of the Work, and as specified in the Contract as may be
amended by written Change Order.
Person, firm, or corporation, duly licensed to complete the Work,
specifically identified in the Contract as a party thereto with whom the City
has contracted for Construction services herein.

Contractor:

Department:

Engineering Department of the City of Tulare.

Drawings:

The graphic and pictorial portions of the contract, wherever located and
whenever issued, showing the configuration, location and dimensions of
the Work, generally including plans, elevations, sections, details,
schedules and diagrams.

Engineer:

City Engineer of the City of Tulare acting either directly or through properly
authorized agents, such agents acting within the scope of the particular
duties entrusted to them.

Field Order:

Written order or directive issued by the City Contract Representative that
orders non-substantial changes in the Work.

Final Completion Date: The calendar date upon which the Work is deemed one hundred percent
(100%) complete, as determined by the City.
Laboratory:

Designated laboratory authorized by the City of Tulare, to test materials
and work involved in the contract.

Liquidated Damages: A sum set forth in the Contract documents to be deducted from any
monies due the Contractor, not as a penalty, but in lieu of actual damages
for late completion of the work and/or as otherwise outlined in the Contract
and allowable by law.
Notice to Proceed: A written notice given by the City to the Contractor fixing the date on which
the Completion time will commence and upon which the Contractor shall
start to perform the Contractor's obligations under the Contract, unless
otherwise specified in the Construction Services Agreement in Article 12.
Public Inspector(s): The person or persons provided by the public authorities having code
jurisdiction and who perform day-to-day inspections of the Work for
compliance with applicable codes, statutes, rules, and regulations.
Schedule of Values: A schedule submitted by Contractor setting forth the values allocated to
various portions of the Work, prepared in such form and supported by such
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data to substantiate its accuracy as the City Contract Representative may
require. This schedule must be submitted before the Contractor submits its
first application for progress payment and shall be used as a basis for
reviewing and approving payments to the Contractor.
Shop Drawings:

Drawings, diagrams, illustrations, schedules, and other data specifically
prepared by or for the Contractor to illustrate, in detail, how some portion
of the Work shall be fabricated and/or installed, and all illustrations,
brochures, standard schedules, performance charts, instructions,
diagrams, and other information prepared by a supplier and submitted by
Contractor to illustrate material or equipment for some portion of the Work.

Specifications:

Those portions of the Contract, Notice to Proceed, or Change Order(s),
consisting of written technical descriptions of materials, equipment,
construction systems, standards, and workmanship as applied to the Work
and certain administrative details applicable thereto.

State:

State of California

Substantial Completion: A written declaration of the date upon which the City, in its sole
discretion, determines the Work is substantially complete such that the City
has beneficial use and/or occupancy. Upon substantial completion, the
right of the City to assess liquidated damages for time after the date of
substantial completion ceases, except as allowed for failure to meet final
completion within the time specified in the Construction Services
Agreement.
Tulare Municipal Code/City Charter: In addition to applicable State statutes, Federal
regulations and requirements, the Municipal Ordinance(s), and City
Charter that govern the construction services contracting and contract
administration processes, including the resolution of contract claims,
disputes, and controversies.
The Work:

The entire completed construction, or the various separately identifiable
parts thereof, required to be furnished under the Contract, or, in the case
of a job-order contract, within individual Notices to Proceed. Work is the
result of performing services, furnishing labor, furnishing and incorporating
materials and equipment into the construction, all as required by the
Contract and/or Notice to Proceed, as appropriate.

Other terms appearing in the Standard Specifications, the General Provisions, and the Special
Provisions shall have the intent and meaning specified in Section 1, Definition of Terms of the
Standard Specifications.

SECTION TWO: PROPOSAL REQUIREMENTS
201.1 Examination of Plans, Specifications, and Site of Work: The bidder is required to examine
carefully the plans, specifications, special provisions and site of the work of proposed
construction. The Bidder and Contractor must examine, at Contractor’s own risk and expense,
the location of all surface and subsurface structures of all character, which may require alterations
in the progress of the work. The Bidder and Contractor shall make on Contractor’s own behalf
and at Contractor’s own expense, all necessary arrangements for interference with existing public
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utilities structures and at Contractor’s own risk and expense make the necessary alterations of
such structures as required for the progress of the work. The Contractor shall give due and
reasonable notice to public utilities in such a manner as to cause the least amount of inconvenience and expense.
201.2 Proposal Form: All proposals must be made upon blank forms to be obtained from the City. All
proposals must give the prices proposed, both in writing and figures, and must be signed by the
bidder, with bidder’s address. If an individual makes the proposal, individual’s name and post
office address must be shown. If made by a firm or partnership, the name and post office address
of each member of the firm or partnership must be shown. If made by a corporation, the proposal
must show the name of the state under the laws of which the corporation was chartered and the
names, titles and business addresses of the president, secretary, and treasurer.
201.3 Required Listing of Subcontractors: On the Subcontractor List form, list each subcontractor
to perform work in an amount in excess of 1/2 of 1 percent of the total bid or $10,000,
whichever is greater (Pub Cont. Code §4100 et seq.).
For each subcontractor listed, the Subcontractor List form must show:
1. Business name and the location of its place of business.
2. California contractor license number for a non-federal-aid contract.
3. Public works contractor registration number.
4. Portion of work it will perform. Show the portion of the work by:
4.1. Bid item numbers for the subcontracted work
4.2. Percentage of the subcontracted work for each bid item listed
4.3. Description of the subcontracted work if the percentage of the bid item listed is less
than 100 percent
201.4 Bidder's Guarantee: All bids shall be presented under sealed cover and shall be accompanied
by cash, cashier's check, certified check, or bidder's bond, made payable to the City of Tulare,
for an amount equal to at least ten percent (10%) of the amount of said bid, and no bid shall be
considered unless such cash, cashier's check, certified check, or bidder's bond is enclosed
therewith.
201.5 Rejection of Proposals: Proposals may be rejected if they show any alterations of form,
additions not called for, conditional or alternative bids, incomplete bids, erasures or irregularities
of any kind.
THE RIGHT IS RESERVED TO REJECT ANY AND ALL PROPOSALS

SECTION THREE: CONTRACT - AWARD AND EXECUTION
301.1 The Contract: The documents in the Contract and its Attachments include the solicitation
contents, any amendments, drawings, change orders, and approved Contractor submittals.
The Contract comprises the entire agreement between the City and the Contractor concerning
the Work and supersedes any prior negotiations, representations or agreements, either written or
oral. The Contract may be amended or modified only by an instrument in writing and fully
executed by the authorized parties to the Contract.
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301.2 Intent of the Contract: The intent of the Contract is to include all labor, materials, equipment,
transportation, and all other costs and expenses necessary for the proper execution and
completion of the Work by the Contractor.
Notwithstanding anything in these general provisions, full compensation for performing all work
as shown, as specified, and as directed by the City is considered to be included in the various bid
items, and no additional payment will be made.
The Contractor shall not take advantage of any apparent error or omission in the plans, estimated
quantities or specifications. In the event Contractor discovers an error or omission after contract
execution, the Contractor shall immediately notify the City Contract Representative. The City
Contract Representative shall make any corrections necessary to fulfill the intent of the contract.
The Contract shall be construed in accordance with the laws of the State of California, the City of
Tulare, and all laws regulating the construction of public works by the City, which are hereby
incorporated by reference and made a part of the Contract as if fully set forth herein.
Materials or work described in words, which have a well-known technical or trade meaning, shall
be held to refer to such recognized standards.
The organization of the Contract into divisions, sections or articles is solely for convenient
reference and ease of review. Neither the headings nor divisions have any legal or contractual
significance and shall not control division of the Work by the Contractor.
The Contractor shall include the cost of all reasonably anticipated utility fees, permits, licenses,
etc. in each estimate or proposal submitted to City and hereby represents that all such costs have
been included to the greatest extent feasible in any documents, projections, estimates, or
proposals that formed the basis of negotiations and eventual execution of the Contract.
301.3 Award of Contract: The award of the contract, if it were awarded, shall be made to the
responsive, responsible bidder meeting the specifications and requirements of the bid, having the
lowest bid and satisfactory qualifications and performance record as determined by the City
Contract Representative. Such award will be made within thirty (30) days after the opening of
proposals.
301.4 Return of Bidder's Guaranties: Within ten (10) working days after the award of the contract, the
City Clerk will return the proposal guaranties accompanying the proposals which are not to be
considered in making the award. All other proposal guaranties will be held until the contract has
been finally executed, after which they will be returned to the respective bidders whose proposals
they accompany.
301.5 Contract Bonds: The successful Contractor shall furnish two copies of the bonds required by
the State Contract Act. Each of said bonds shall be executed in a sum equal to one hundred
percent (100%) of the contract price. One of the said bonds shall guarantee the faithful
performance of said contract by the Contractor; and the other bond shall secure the payment of
claims for labor and materials. The Contractor shall also furnish a Maintenance Bond as specified
in the Special Provisions. All contract bonds shall originate from a California Admitted Surety
Insurer.
301.6 Execution of Contract: Execution of the Contract by the Contractor is a representation that the
Contractor has thoroughly examined the Contract. The Contract shall be signed by the successful
bidder and returned, together with the contract bonds, within ten (10) working days, after the
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bidder has received notice that the contract has been awarded. No proposal shall be considered
binding upon the City until the execution of the contract.
Failure to execute a contract and file acceptable bonds as provided herein within ten (10) working
days after the bidder has received notice that the contract has been awarded, shall be just cause
for the annulment of the award and the forfeiture of the proposal guarantee.
301.7 Ownership of the Contract: The Contract, including, but not limited to, the drawings and
specifications, is the property of the City and is not to be used by the Contractor, or any
subcontractor, on other projects outside the scope of the Work without the express written
consent of the City.

SECTION FOUR: CONTRACT – ADMINISTRATION
401.1 Lines of Authority and Communications: The City Manager is the City official with overall
authority and responsibility for the award and administration of City Contracts. The City
Manager and/or his/her designated representative, after consultation with the City Contract
Representative has the ultimate authority to resolve disputes concerning Contract performance
and to stop the Work whenever that stoppage may be necessary to ensure the proper execution
of the Work.
The City Contract Representative is the designated representative of the particular City
department for which the Work is being constructed (the "user department") or the City
department which is responsible for oversight of the work.
Day-to-day administration of the Contract is the responsibility of the City Contract
Representative. The City Contract Representative shall act as surveillant and technical advisor
for the City.
The Contractor shall supervise and direct the Work, shall be solely responsible for, and have
control over, construction means, methods, techniques, sequences, procedures, and for
coordinating all portions of the Work, unless the Contract gives contradictory specific
instructions concerning these matters.
Except where the Contract otherwise provides or where direct communication has been
specifically authorized, the Contractor shall communicate with the City Contract Representative
regarding all matters relating to the Work and the Contract. Only upon unsuccessful
communication or attempts at communication shall the Contractor communicate with the City
Manager or his/her designee regarding the same.

SECTION FIVE: SCOPE OF WORK
501.1 Work to Be Done: The work to be done consists of furnishing all labor, materials, methods and
processes, implements, tools, and machinery except as otherwise specified which are necessary
and required to construct and put in complete order for use in the work designated in the contract,
and to leave the grounds in a neat condition.
501.2 Bid Prices: The bidder shall include the entire cost of the work in the bidder’s bid prices, and it
is understood and agreed that there is included in such prices the cost of all labor, materials and
equipment and all incidental expense of whatever nature necessary to complete the work
contemplated in the plans, drawings, Technical Specifications and Special Provisions, and that
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no further payment will be made therefore, except where force account work is authorized by the
City Contract Representative.
501.3 Alterations: By mutual consent in writing of the parties signatory to the contract, alterations or
deviations, increases or decreases, additions or omissions, in the plans and specifications may
be made and the same shall in no way affect or make void the contract.
The City of Tulare reserves the right to increase or decrease the quantity of any item or portion
of the work, or to omit portions of the work as may be deemed necessary or expedient by the City
Contract Representative.
501.4 Extra Work: The City Contract Representative may order extra work or make changes by
altering, adding to, or deducting from the Work via Change Order. New and unforeseen work will
be classed as extra work when such work cannot be covered by any of the various items or
combination of items for which there is a bid price. All Change Order work shall be performed
under the same terms and conditions of the original description of the Work, except for any
extension of completion times necessitated by said Change Order(s).
The value of any additional work ordered by the City shall be determined as follows:
a.
b.
c.
d.

By estimate and acceptance in a lump sum; or
By unit prices in the Construction Services Agreement or the Contract; or
By a fixed fee; or
By force account.

The Contractor shall do no extra work except upon written order from the City Contract
Representative. For such extra work, the Contractor shall receive payment as previously agreed
upon in writing, or Contractor shall be paid on force account.
If the work is done on force account, the Contractor shall receive actual cost of all materials
furnished by him as shown by his paid vouchers plus fifteen percent (15%), and for all labor and
equipment that are necessary, Contractor shall receive the current prices in the locality which
shall have been previously determined and agreed to in writing by the City Contract
Representative and by the Contractor, plus fifteen percent (15%), provided, however, that the
City reserves the right to furnish such materials required as it deems expedient and the Contractor
shall have no claim for profit on the cost of such materials. For all equipment that is necessary,
Contractor shall receive current prices in the locality which shall have been previously determined
and agreed to in writing by the Engineer and by the Contractor, plus fifteen percent (15%). For all
labor that is necessary, Contractor shall receive the actual amount paid for labor including benefits
as shown on certified payrolls or the current prices in the locality which shall have been previously
determined and agreed to in writing by the Engineer and the Contractor, whichever is less, plus
fifteen (15%) percent. The price paid for labor shall also include compensation insurance paid by
the Contractor on the labor supplied as evidenced by a billing from the insurance carrier. Certified
payrolls shall be submitted with each billing for extra work.
All extra work and force account shall be adjusted daily upon report sheets prepared by the City
Contract Representative, furnished by the Contractor, and signed by both parties, which daily
reports shall thereafter be considered the true record of extra work or force account work done.
Daily reports shall be submitted no later than the second working day following the work for labor
and equipment involved and no later than the fifth working day for material invoices and
specialized forces. Unless otherwise permitted by the Engineer, no payment will be made for
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extra work on a force account basis if it has not been reported within the time and in the manner
specified.
501.5 Substandard Work: The Contract price may be adjusted via Change Order. The City may, in its
sole discretion, determine the Work to be acceptable, but of diminished value rather than require
removal, repair, or replacement of non-conforming work or materials. If the City elects this option,
the City Contract Representative shall issue a Change Order incorporating the necessary
revisions in the Contract, including any appropriate reduction in the contract price. Any such
Change Order does not require the signature or approval of the Contractor, but does require the
signature and approval of the City Manager or designee. Acceptance of non-conforming work
shall not constitute a waiver relating to any portion of the Work other than that specifically
identified in the Change Order.
501.6 Removal of Obstructions: The Contractor shall remove and dispose of all structures, debris, or
other obstructions of any character to the construction of the proposed work, as required by the
City Contract Representative.
501.7 Public Utilities: The Contractor shall cooperate with the public utility companies who may be
engaged on related or adjacent work and Contractor shall so conduct operations so as not to
interfere with such work, nor to injure or damage such work.
The locations in public streets of pipes, conduits, and other facilities as furnished by the public
utility companies and by the City, are indicated on the plans. However, the City makes no
representation as to the accuracy of said locations, and Bidders are herewith instructed to apply
to companies and City departments concerned, for any additional information which may be
required.
The fact that any underground facility is not shown on the plans shall not relieve the Contractor
of his responsibility in protecting such underground facilities from injury or damage. It shall be the
Contractor's responsibility to ascertain the existence of any underground improvements or
facilities which may be subject to damage by reason of his operations.
501.8 Final Cleaning Up: Upon completion and before making application for acceptance of the work,
the Contractor shall clean the facility, street or road, borrow pits, and all ground occupied by him
in connection with the work, of all rubbish, excess materials, temporary structures and equipment;
all parts of the work shall be left in a neat and presentable condition.
501.9 As-Built Record: The Contractor shall keep an accurate record of horizontal alignment, type,
or location of improvements on the approved plans by neatly marking the changes on a set of
construction plans. Said plans shall be submitted to the City for review prior to project
acceptance and shall become the property of the City if approved. As-built plans shall be in
good condition, free of tatters, soil marks, etc., when submitted for City review.
In the event the Contractor provided his own surveying to set vertical control and grade, then
any changes to vertical elevations of improvements shall also be marked on the plans.
Full compensation for keeping this "as-built record" shall be included in the amount bid for
mobilization, and no separate payment will be made therefor.
501.10 Maintenance: The Contractor shall at Contractor’s own expense make all necessary repairs and
replacements to remedy in a satisfactory manner any and all defects due to faulty materials or
workmanship, or due to disturbance of or damage to City improvements by the Contractor's
operations under the contract and contrary to the specifications, or due to other failure to comply
with the specifications, when such defects occur in any part of the work done under the contract,
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or in surface improvements of the City such as pavements, curbs, gutters, driveway approaches,
walks, tracks, poles, wires, walls, stairways, or other surface structures provided that such defect
or defects be detected within one (1) year following the date of acceptance of the work.
Should the Contractor, after written notification by the City Contract Representative, fail to remedy
promptly any such defect occurring as set forth above, or should the best interest of the City
require an immediate remedy without delay incident of such notification, the City Contract
Representative may cause such repairs, replacements or any other remedy to be made, and the
expense so incurred shall be chargeable to, and shall be paid by, the Contractor.
Nothing in this section shall be construed as a waiver, or impairment of any of the City's rights
under the contract, or of any other recourse provided by law.

SECTION SIX: CONTROL OF WORK
601.1 Responsibilities of the City Contract Representative: The City Contract Representative
shall decide any and all questions which may arise as to the quality or acceptability of materials
furnished and work performed, and as to the manner of performance and rate of progress of the
work; all questions which arise as to the interpretation of the plans and specifications; all
questions as to the acceptable fulfillment of the contract on the part of the Contractor, and all
questions as to claims and compensation.
The City Contract Representative's decision shall be final and the City Contract Representative
shall have executive authority to enforce and make effective such decisions and orders that the
Contractor fails to carry out promptly.
Unless the Contractor is responsible for design of the Work, the City Contract Representative
shall furnish to Contractor, free of charge, up to three (3) copies of the project plans,
specifications, and available instructions. The City Contract Representative may furnish
additional clarifications or interpretations, in writing or by drawings, as may be necessary for the
proper progress of the Work. Such additional clarifications and interpretations shall be furnished
with reasonable promptness, and the Contractor shall not do work without drawings or written
clarifications, where needed. All drawings, specifications, and copies thereof, furnished by the
City Contract Representative are City property. They are not to be used on other work and, with
the exception of the signed Contract, are to be returned to the City Contract Representative at
the completion of the Work.
The City Contract Representative shall engage in general surveillance of the Work. By making
sufficient periodic visits to the site of the Work, the City Contract Representative shall become
thoroughly familiar with the progress and quality of completed portions of the Work, and will
assess if the Work is being performed in a manner indicating that the Work, when completed,
will be in accordance with the Contract.
The City Contract Representative will decide all questions which may arise as to the quality and
acceptability of materials furnished, work performed, rate of progress, and all questions which
may arise as to the interpretation of the drawings and specifications.
The City Contract Representative shall have the authority to reject work that is not in conformity
with the Contract and to order additional inspections and testing of the Work. The City Contract
Representative's failure to discover/reject materials or work not in accordance with the plans,
specifications, or Contract Documents shall not be considered acceptance thereof or a waiver
of any sort. Any failure of the City Contract Representative to properly perform inspections,
tests, approvals, or other responsibilities under the Contract shall not relieve the Contractor
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from its contractual responsibilities or its obligation to perform and complete the Work in strict
accordance with the Contract Documents.
The City Contract Representative shall conduct an initial review of written Change Orders
submitted by the Contractor and approve or deny the same, in writing. The City Contract
Representative may prepare Change Orders, provide field clarifications and connections. All
Change Orders shall be approved by the City Manager/designee prior to work being performed
pursuant to the Change Orders. In the event of safety emergencies that may cause injury or
loss of life to any person, or circumstances reasonably anticipated to cause damage to private
or public property, the City Contract Representative may issue Change Orders necessary to
avert, or mitigate to the greatest extent possible, any loss of life, injury, or property damage.
Any Change Orders issued pursuant to this section shall be clearly labeled “Emergency Change
Order” upon approval by City Contract Representative and Contractor may immediately begin
work pursuant upon receipt of said order, without waiting for City Manager/designee approval.
The City Contract Representative, pursuant to Section 13 of these General Provisions, shall
make recommendations to the City Manager as to all claims of the Contractor.
The City Contract Representative will review and process the Contractor's monthly Estimates
for Payment, Invoices, etc. as more fully set forth in Section 10 of these General Provisions.
The City Contract Representative will conduct inspections to determine the dates of Substantial
Completion and Final Completion and will certify such dates to the City Manager.
The City Contract Representative will not have control over or responsibility for construction
means, methods, techniques, sequences or procedures, or for safety precautions/programs in
connection with the Work, since these are solely the Contractor's responsibility. Failure of the City
Contract Representative to note unsafe working conditions, conditions dangerous to the general
public, or to stop work on account of such conditions, shall not be deemed approval of such
conditions and shall not relieve the Contractor of sole responsibility for such conditions.
601.2 Responsibilities of the Contractor: It shall be the duty of the Contractor to carefully study and
compare all drawings, specifications, and instructions. If any discrepancies, errors, omissions or
inconsistencies are discovered in the drawings or specifications, or between the drawings and
specifications, or if there are any conflicts between existing site conditions and the requirements
of the drawings or specifications, the Contractor shall immediately call all discrepancies to the
attention of the City Contract Representative. If the Contractor performs any construction activity
knowing it involves an error, inconsistency, or omission in the Contract without notice to the City
Contract Representative, the Contractor shall assume full responsibility for such performance and
shall pay a proportionate share of the attributable costs for correction.
The Contractor shall be required to use, for data and dimensions, figures marked on the drawings
in reference to what the drawings may measure to scale; but in the absence of figured
dimensions, scaled dimensions may be used with the prior written concurrence of the City
Contract Representative. The Contractor shall verify all dimensions shown and check all
measurements relating to any present building or buildings, level or grades, walks, driveways, or
other existing conditions before executing any work. Errors or inconsistencies shall be reported
to the City Contract Representative immediately.
Change Orders will not be issued to cover any cost, loss, or expense for additional labor or
materials required to rectify any error or inconsistency in the drawings and specifications unless
prior notification is given by the Contractor to the City Contract Representative.
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The Contractor shall perform the Work in accordance with the Contract and with shop drawings,
product data, and samples that have been approved by the City Contract Representative.
Notwithstanding the above provisions, if the Contractor is responsible for the design of the Work,
the Contractor shall ensure the accuracy and completeness of the drawings, specifications, and
instructions. If any discrepancies, errors, omissions, or inconsistencies are discovered in the
drawings or specifications, or between the drawings and specifications, or there are any conflicts
between existing site conditions and the requirements of the drawings or specifications, the
Contractor shall immediately call all such discrepancies to the attention of the City Contract
Representative and the Contractor shall be responsible for any required corrective action.
601.2.1 Contractor’s Supervision: The Contractor shall efficiently and continuously supervise and
direct the Work, using its best skill and attention. Unless the Contract specifically provides
otherwise, the Contractor shall be solely responsible for and shall exercise control over
construction means, methods, techniques, and procedures and shall coordinate the sequences
of all portions of the Work.
The Contractor shall provide an experienced and capable superintendent/project manager,
approved by the City Contract Representative, who shall physically be present at the project site
during all times in which work is being performed. The superintendent/project manager shall not
be changed without concurrence of the City Contract Representative, unless she/he ceases to
be in the Contractor's employ. The superintendent/project manager shall represent the Contractor
and all notifications given to him/her shall be as binding as if given to the Contractor.
The Contractor hereby expressly agrees that, to the same extent that Contractor is responsible
for acts or omissions of its agents, representatives, and direct employees, Contractor shall be
responsible to the City and any other injured party for acts and/or omissions of Contractor’s
subcontractors and/or of any persons either directly or indirectly employed by the Contractor.
601.3 Plans: All authorized alterations affecting the requirements and information given on the
approved Plans shall be in writing. No changes shall be made of any plan or drawing after the
same has been approved by the City Contract Representative, except by direction of the City
Contract Representative.
Working drawings or Plans for any structure not included in the Plans furnished by the City shall
be approved by the City Contract Representative before any work involving these Plans shall be
performed, unless approval is waived in writing by the City Contract Representative.
It is mutually agreed, however, that approval by the City Contract Representative of the
Contractor's working plans does not relieve the Contractor of any responsibility for accuracy of
dimension and details, and that the Contractor shall be responsible for agreement and conformity
of Contractor’s working plans with the approved plans and specifications.
601.4 Conformity with Plans: Finished surfaces in all cases shall conform to the lines, grades, cross
sections, and dimensions shown on the approved plans. Deviations from the approved plans, as
may be required by the exigencies of construction, will be determined in all cases by the City
Contract Representative and authorized in writing.
601.5 Coordination of Plans and Specifications: These specifications, plans, special provisions, and
all supplementary documents are essential parts of the contract, and a requirement occurring in
one is as binding as though occurring in all. They are intended to be complementary, cooperative,
and to describe, and to provide for a complete work.
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If a discrepancy exists:
1. Governing ranking of Contract parts in descending order is:
1.1 Any and all Amendments.
1.2 Special Provisions
1.3 The Contract, including this Agreement.
1.4 Project Specifications
1.5 Project Plans
1.6 City Standard Specifications
1.7 City Standard Plans
1.8 Supplemental project information and specifications
1.9 Bonds and Insurance
2. Written numbers and notes on a drawing govern over graphics
3. Detail drawing governs over a general drawing
4. Specific specification governs over a general specification
5. Specification in a section governs over a specification referenced by that section
If a discrepancy is found or confusion arises, the Contractor shall immediately notify the City
Contract Representative in writing.
601.6 Interpretation of Plans and Specifications: Should it appear that the work to be done, or any
matter relative thereto, is not sufficiently detailed or explained in these specifications, plans, and
the special provisions, the Contractor shall apply to the City Contract Representative for such
further explanation as may be necessary, and shall conform to such explanation or interpretation
as part of the contract, so far as may be consistent with the intent of the original specifications.
In the event of doubt or question relative to the true meaning of the specifications, reference shall
be made to the City Contract Representative whose decisions thereon shall be final.
601.7 Lines and Grades: All distances and measurements are given and will be made in a horizontal
plane. Grades are given from the top of stakes or nails, unless otherwise noted on the plan or
cut sheets.
Three consecutive points shown on the same rate of slope must be used in common, in order to
detect any variation from a straight grade, and if any discrepancy is not reported to the City
Contract Representative, the Contractor shall be responsible for any error in the finished work.
The Contractor shall give at least two (2) working days’ notice in writing when Contractor will
require the services of the Engineer for laying out any portion of the work. The Contractor shall
furnish the Engineer such facilities and labor necessary for marking and maintaining points and
lines as Contractor may require.
The Contractor shall preserve all stakes and points set for lines, grades, or measurements of
the work in their proper places until authorized to remove them by the City Contract
Representative. All expenses incurred in replacing stakes that have been removed without
proper authority shall be paid by the Contractor.
601.8 Inspection: The City shall at all times have access to the work during construction, and shall be
furnished with every reasonable facility for ascertaining full knowledge respecting the progress,
workmanship, and character of materials used and employed in the work. Unless otherwise
specifically provided in the Contract, City Inspectors who perform day-to-day inspections of the
Work for compliance with applicable codes will have authority to require compliance with
drawings, specifications, applicable codes, and may provide clarification of any unspecified or
unclear item or situation.
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If the drawings or specifications, laws, ordinances, or any public authority requires any work to
be specially tested or approved, the Contractor shall give the City Contract Representative timely
notice of its readiness for inspection. If the inspection is by an individual, authority, or entity other
than the City Contract Representative or the Public Inspectors, the Contractor shall advise the
City Contract Representative of the date fixed for such inspection.
Piping, wiring, ducts, etc., shall not be covered before any required inspection, approval, and
certificate issuance. In the event that any work designated for inspection is covered prior to
inspection, it must be uncovered by the Contractor when inspection is ordered. The Contractor
shall be responsible for any expenses relating to said uncovering and re-covering.
Whenever the Contractor varies the period during which work is carried out on each day,
Contractor shall give due notice to the City Contract Representative, so that proper inspection
may be provided. Any work done in the absence of the City Contract Representative will be
subject to rejection.
The inspection of the work shall not relieve the Contractor of the obl igation to perform the Work
in accordance with the Contract. Defective work shall be made good and unsuitable materials
may be rejected, notwithstanding the fact that such defective work and unsuitable materials have
been previously overlooked by the City Contract Representative and accepted or estimated for
payment.
601.9 Special Inspections and Testing of Materials: All equipment and materials used in the
construction of the Work, especially those upon which the strength and durability of the structure
may depend, will be subject to adequate inspection and testing in accordance with accepted
standards, to establish conformance with specifications and suitability for the use intended, as
determined by the City Contract Representative.
The performance of tests and the engagement of testing laboratories or agencies must have the
prior approval of the City Contract Representative. Required testing will be made at City expense
when the Contractor notifies the City Contract Representative the item is ready for testing. If the
initial test for an item fails, all subsequent re-testing shall be at the Contractor’s expense, and the
costs of subsequent re-testing shall be deducted from City payments made to the Contractor. All
tests will be taken at the direction of the City Contract Representative.
601.10 Removal of Defective and Unauthorized Work: The Contractor shall promptly replace, correct,
or complete all work which is defective in its construction or deficient in any of the requirements
of these specifications and shall bear the expense of correcting the work of other contractors
destroyed or damaged by removal or replacement of any materials or portion of the Work rejected
as non-compliant. The City shall provide written notice of rejection for non-compliance and the
deadline for removal. Upon failure on the part of the Contractor to comply forthwith with any order
of the City Contract Representative made under the provisions of this article, the City Contract
Representative shall have authority to cause defective work to be remedied or removed and
replaced, and unauthorized work to be removed, and to deduct the costs thereof from any monies
due or to become due the Contractor.
Any failure on the part of the City to condemn defective work or material at the time of construction
shall not be deemed an acceptance. The Contractor shall be required to remove, correct, or
replace any defective work or material at any time prior to final completion and upon demand by
the City.
Any work done beyond the lines and grades shown on the plans or established by the City
Contract Representative, or any extra work done without written consent, will be considered as
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unauthorized and will not be paid for. Upon order of the Engineer, unauthorized work shall be
remedied, removed or replaced at the Contractor’s expense.
601.11 Final Inspections: Whenever the work provided and contemplated by the contract has been
satisfactorily completed and the final cleaning up performed, the City Contract Representative will
make the final inspection. When the City Contract Representative is satisfied that the contract
has been fulfilled, the City Contract Representative will recommend that the City of Tulare accept
the project as completed.
601.12 Correction of Work After Final Payment: If any work or material is found to be defective or noncompliant with Contract requirements, the City shall give written notice thereof to the Contractor
and the Contractor shall promptly correct the defect or non-compliant work or material. This
section shall survive acceptance of the Work or termination of the Contract. The Contractor’s
responsibility to remove, correct, or replace, under this section shall extinguish upon expiration
of the applicable time period. The applicable time period shall be that which provides for the latest
date in time out of the following:
a.
b.
c.

twelve (12) months following the date of Final Completion of the Work; or
the period of time prescribed by any special warranty required by the Contract; or
the period of time prescribed by local, state, or federal law.

If the Contractor fails to remove, repair, or replace within seven (7) calendar days following written
notice by the City, or any longer period of time as may be provided for in the notice, the City may
perform the work and charge to the Contractor or the Contractor’s surety all expenses incurred,
including the actual cost of labor, equipment, and materials.

SECTION SEVEN: CONTROL OF MATERIALS
701.1 Samples and Tests: At the option of the City Contract Representative, the City Contract
Representative shall approve the source of supply of each of the materials before delivery is
started and before such material is used in the work. The Contractor or producer of all materials
to be used in the work for testing shall submit representative preliminary samples of the character
and quality prescribed or examination as desired by the City Contract Representative.
All tests of materials furnished by the Contractor shall be made in accordance with commonly
recognized standards of national organizations, and such special methods and tests as are
prescribed in these specifications.
The Contractor shall furnish such samples of materials as are requested by the City Contract
Representative, without charge. No material shall be used until the City Contract Representative
has approved it. Samples will be secured and tested whenever necessary to determine the quality
of material.
The Contractor may be required to test and furnish test results for up to five tenths of one percent
(0.5%) of the materials used in this contract. Materials shall be tested for strength by methods
described in ASTM Specifications or as identified in the Special Provisions and Technical
Specifications.
701.2 Defective Materials: All materials not conforming to the requirements of these specifications
shall be considered as defective, and all such materials, whether in place or not, shall be removed
immediately from the site of the work unless otherwise permitted by the City Contract
Representative. No rejected materials, the defects of which have been subsequently corrected,
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shall be returned to the work site unless and until approval for its use has been given by the City
Contract Representative in writing.
Upon failure on the part of the Contractor to comply with any order of the City Contract
Representative made under the provisions of this article, the City Contract Representative shall
have authority to remove and replace defective material and to deduct the cost of removal and
replacement from any monies due or to become due the Contractor.
701.3 Standard of Materials: The Contractor warrants to the City that all materials and equipment
furnished under the Contract will be new unless otherwise specified, and that all and any part of
the Work will be of good quality, free from faults and defects, and in conformance with the
Contract. All work not conforming to these standards, including substitutions not properly
approved and authorized, may be considered defective.
Materials not conforming to the specifications shall be rejected and promptly removed from the
work site, unless otherwise directed by the City Contract Representative.
Wherever the name or brand of a manufactured article is used herein, it is intended to indicate a
standard or measure of quality and utility. After the Contract Price for the Work has been agreed
to by the City, changes of brand-named, trade-named, trademarked, or patented articles, or any
other substitutions will be allowed only by written order signed by the City Contract
Representative. Unless otherwise agreed to via Change Order, the City shall receive all benefits
of the difference in costs. Materials incorporated in the work and not specifically covered in the
specifications shall be of high quality and the best of their kind.
The Contractor shall furnish all materials required to complete the work, except those expressly
specified to be furnished by the City. The Contractor shall receive, inventory, store, inspect,
protect, distribute, and install City furnished material, unless otherwise specified. The cost of
handling and placing all materials after they are delivered to the Contractor shall be considered
as included in the contract price. The Contractor shall be responsible for all material delivered to
the Contractor. Deductions shall be made from any monies due the Contractor as reimbursement
for any shortages or deficiencies, from any cause whatsoever, for any damage which may occur
after delivery, and for any charges relating to late delivery.

SECTION EIGHT: LEGAL RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES TO THE
PUBLIC
801.1 Laws to be Observed: It shall be the Contractor’s responsibility to be fully informed of all existing
and future State and Federal Laws and all municipal ordinances and regulations of the City of
Tulare which in any manner affect those engaged or employed in the work, or the materials used
in the work, or which in any way affect the conduct of the work and of all such orders and decrees
of bodies or tribunals having any jurisdiction or authority over the same.
801.2 Alien Labor: The Contractor shall forfeit as penalty to the City of Tulare, ten dollars ($10.00) for
each alien knowingly employed in the execution of the contract, by Contractor or by any
subcontractor under Contractor on any part of the work herein mentioned, for each calendar day,
or portion thereof, during which such alien is permitted or required to labor in violation of the
provisions of the Labor Code and in particular, Sections 1850 and 1854 thereof, inclusive.
801.3 Hours of Labor: The Contractor shall forfeit, as penalty to the City of Tulare, twenty-five dollars
($25.00) for each laborer, workman or mechanic employed in the execution of the contract by
Contractor, or by any subcontractor under Contractor, upon any of the work hereinbefore
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mentioned, for each calendar day during which said laborer, workman or mechanic is required or
permitted to labor more than eight (8) hours in violation of the provisions of the Labor Code, and
in particular, Sections 1810 and 1816 thereof inclusive.
801.4 Labor Discrimination: No discrimination shall be made in employment of persons upon Public
Works because of the race, color, or religion of such persons and every contractor for public
works violating this section is subject to all the penalties imposed for a violation of Chapter I of
Part VII in accordance with the provisions of Section 1735 of the Labor Code.
801.5 Prevailing Wage: The Contractor shall forfeit as penalty, to the City of Tulare, fifty dollars
($50.00) for each laborer, workman, or mechanic employed for each calendar day or portion
thereof, if such laborer, workman or mechanic is paid less than the general prevailing rate of
wages hereinafter stipulated for any work done under the attached contract, by Contractor, or by
any subcontractor under Contractor, in violation of the provisions of the Labor Code and in
particular Sections 1770 to 1781 thereof, inclusive.
The City of Tulare has ascertained the general prevailing rate of wages applicable to the work to
be done as set forth in the Request for Proposals/Qualifications.
801.6 Registration of Contractors: The contractor shall be dually licensed and qualified to perform the
work addressed under the provisions of this contract. Before submitting bids, contractors shall be
licensed in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 9 of Division III of the Business and
Professions Code. A contractor or subcontractor shall not be qualified to bid on, be listed in a bid
proposal, subject to the requirements of Section 4104 of the Public Contract Code, or engage in
the performance of any contract for public work, as defined in this chapter, unless currently
registered and qualified to perform public work pursuant to Section 1725.5. It is not a violation of
this section for an unregistered contractor to submit a bid that is authorized by Section 7029.1 of
the Business and Professions Code or by Section 10164 or 20103.5 of the Public Contract Code,
provided the contractor is registered to perform public work pursuant to Section 1725.5 at the
time the contract is awarded.
801.7 Permits and Licenses: The Contractor shall procure all permits and licenses, pay all charges
and fees, and give all notices necessary and incidental to the due and lawful prosecution of the
work.
801.8 Patents: The Contractor shall assume all responsibilities arising from the use of patented
materials, equipment, devices, or processes used on or incorporated in the work.
801.9 Programming Work and Maintaining Traffic: The Contractor shall so conduct Contractor’s
operations as to cause the least possible obstruction and inconvenience to the public.
The Contractor shall furnish, erect and maintain such fences, barriers, lights and signs as are
necessary to give adequate warning to the public at all times that work is under construction and
of any dangerous conditions to be encountered as a result thereof, and Contractor shall also erect
and maintain such warning and directional signs as required by the Inspector.
Residents along the road or street shall be provided access to driveways, houses and buildings,
as directed by the City Contract Representative. Temporary crossings shall be provided and
maintained in good condition.
Not more than one cross or intersecting street or road shall be closed at any one time without the
approval of the City Engineer. In order to protect the public from dust nuisance, or damage to
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property along the line of work, the Contractor shall adequately sprinkle the grade with water as
often as necessary to control the dust.
801.10 Protection of Persons and Property: The Contractor shall be responsible for initiating,
maintaining, supervising, and directing all safety precautions and programs while performing the
Work.
The Contractor shall be responsible for the protection of all Work until completion and final
payment is made, including any material or equipment to be incorporated, whether in storage on
or off the Work site.
The Contractor shall, at their own expense, replace damaged or lost material, or repair damaged
parts of the Work or of other property at the work site or adjacent thereto, and the Contractor and
their sureties shall be liable therefor.
The Contractor shall assume all risks from floods and casualties and shall make no claim for
damages for delay from such causes. However, a reasonable extension of time on account of
such delays may be allowed, subject to the conditions contained in Section 9 of these General
Provisions.
In the event the Contractor encounters material reasonably believed to be a hazardous material,
such as asbestos or polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB), the Contractor shall immediately stop work
in the area affected and report the condition to the City Contract Representative.
The Contractor shall take all necessary precautions for the safety of employees and other persons
who may be affected thereby, and shall comply with all applicable provisions of Federal, State
and Municipal safety laws and building codes to prevent accidents or injury to persons.
The Contractor warrants it is fully familiar and shall comply with all safety requirements of the
Occupational Safety and Health Act (29 U.S.C. Sections 641-678, or as amended or re-codified
from time to time). Also, the Hazard Communication Act relating to the use of hazardous materials
(29 C.F.R. 1910-1200, or as amended or re-codified from time to time), as promulgated by the
Federal Government and as implemented by the State of California, and that it will be solely
responsible for all fines and penalties provided for by law for any violation of such Act and,
furthermore, shall require all subcontractors to comply with such Acts and with the provisions of
this section. Any claims arising out of alleged violations of such Acts are covered by the
indemnification set forth in Section 801.11.
801.11 Indemnification: To the fullest extent permitted by law, Contractor, its successors, assigns and
guarantors, shall pay, defend, indemnify and hold harmless City of Tulare, its agents,
representatives, officers, directors, officials and employees from any and all liability, claims or
damages of whatsoever kind or character, and against all allegations, demands, proceedings,
suits, actions, claims, damages, losses, expenses, including but not limited to, attorney fees,
court costs, and the cost of appellate proceedings, and all claims adjusting and handling
expense, related to, arising from or out of or resulting from any actions, acts, errors, mistakes or
omissions caused in whole or part by Contractor, Contractor's independent contractors,
employees, representatives, agents and invitees, and the passive or active negligent acts or
omissions of the City of Tulare or its officers, employees and agents while acting within the scope
of their duties regarding the work to be performed pursuant to this Agreement.
The Contractor agrees that the use of any and all public streets and improvements, which are
part of or subject to this Agreement shall be at all times, prior to the final acceptance by the City
of Tulare, the sole and exclusive risk of the Contractor. The Contractor further specifically agree
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that Contractor shall indemnify and hold free of any liability the City of Tulare for any accident,
loss, or damage to the work which is the subject of this Agreement prior to its completion and
acceptance by the city.
801.12 Public Liability Insurance: The insurance requirements for Contractor together with the special
endorsement forms, which the Contractor is expected to deliver, are annexed into this
specification booklet and are considered a part of the contract. Said insurance requirements for
Contractor require naming the City of Tulare, its officers, employees and agents as co-insured’s
and shall protect them from claims for personal injury, death or property damage suffered by third
persons or by officers, employees and agents of the Contractor, and arising out of or in connection
with the work which is the subject of this Agreement. As a condition precedent and prior to
commencement of the work to be performed pursuant to this Agreement, the Contractor agrees
to:
a. Obtain insurance coverage of the types and amounts required in this subsection and keep
such insurance coverage in force throughout the life of the Contract. The Contractor will
provide satisfactory certificates of the required coverage to the Contracting Officer before
beginning the Work. All policies will contain an endorsement providing that written notice be
given to the City at least thirty (30) calendar days prior to termination, cancellation or reduction
in coverage in any policy; and
b. Include the City as an additional insured on the General Liability Insurance and Automobile
Liability Insurance policies with respect to liability arising out of the performance of the Work.
The Contractor agrees that the insurance required hereunder will be primary and that any
insurance carried by the City will be excess and not contributing; and
c. Provide and maintain minimum insurance coverage as follows:
Coverage Afforded
Workers' Compensation

Limits of Liability
Statutory

Commercial General Liability
Insurance including:
(a) Products & Completed Operations
(b) Blanket Contractual
(c) Explosion, Collapse & Underground Hazard

$2,000,000 Bodily Injury and Property
Damage, Combined Single Limit

Automobile Liability
Insurance including:
(a) Non-owned
(b) Leased
(c) Hired Vehicles

[ ] Checked If Applicable:
Builder's Risk
Insurance
Including:
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Fire, Extended Coverage, Vandalism and Malicious Mischief, and Theft. Builder's Risk
insurance shall be required on all vertical construction.
d. The City reserves the right, at its sole option, to furnish Builder's Risk Insurance at the
City's expense.
e. Notwithstanding any inconsistent statement in the insurance policy or certificate or any
subsequent endorsement attached thereto, the City of Tulare shall be insured or named
as additionally insured, covering the work which is the subject of this Agreement,
whether liability is attributable to the Contractor or to the passive or active negligence of
the City of Tulare. Said insurance shall be in effect on the date the work is commenced
and shall expire no sooner than one (1) year after the date on which the work is
completed and accepted by the City of Tulare. The cost of providing this insurance
requirement shall be borne by the Contractor.
f.

All liability insurance policies shall bear an endorsement or shall have attached a rider
whereby it is provided that in the event of expiration, cancellation or any reduction in scope
or coverage of such policies for any reason whatsoever, the City of Tulare shall be notified
by registered mail, return receipt requested, giving it sufficient time before the date thereof
to comply with any applicable law or statute, but in no event less than thirty (30) days
before the cancellation or any reduction in scope or coverage is effective.

801.12 Contractor's Responsibility: Except as provided above, until the formal acceptance of
the work by the City of Tulare, the Contractor shall have the charge and care thereof and
shall bear the risk of injury or damage of any other cause whether arising from the
execution or from the non-execution of the work. The Contractor shall rebuild, repair,
restore, and make good all injuries or damages to any portion of the work occasioned by
any of the above causes before final acceptance and shall bear the expense thereof,
except such injuries or damages occasioned by acts of the federal government or the
public enemy.
801.13 Responsibility of City: The City of Tulare shall not be held responsible for the care or
protection of any material or parts of the work prior to final acceptance, except as expressly
provided in these specifications.

SECTION NINE: PROSECUTION AND PROGRESS
901.1 Subletting and Assignment: The Contractor shall give personal attention to the fulfillment of the contract and shall keep the work under Contractor’s control. The Contractor
shall ensure that the subcontractors assigned to this Contract are available throughout the
term of the Contract. In the event that Contractor requests substitution of subcontractors,
the Contractor shall obtain prior written approval from the City for subcontractor
substitution. The Contractor shall ensure that substituted subcontractors are equally
qualified and capable.
The Contractor agrees that each subcontractor shall be bound by the terms of the
Contract. In the event of a conflict between the substance of a written subcontract and the
language of this Contract, the language of this Contract shall prevail.
The Contractor shall ensure that each subcontractor preserves and protects the rights of
the City under the Contract with respect to the work to be performed by the subcontractor.
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Where appropriate, the Contractor shall require each subcontractor to enter into similar
agreements with sub-subcontractors. In this connection, the Contractor shall make
available to each subcontractor, prior to execution of any subcontract, copies of the
Contract provisions to which the subcontractor will be bound. Subcontractors shall also
make copies of applicable portions of the Contract available to their respective
subcontractors.
Each subcontract will require the subcontractor to submit to the Contractor, invoices for
payment in such reasonable time as to enable the Contractor to apply for payment to the
City in a timely manner. Invoices shall include any claims for extras, extensions of time,
and damages for delays or otherwise to the Contractor in the same manner provided in
the Contract for like claims by the Contractor upon the City.
Subcontractors will not be recognized as such, and all persons engaged in the work of
construction shall be considered as employees of the Contractor, and their work shall be
subject to the provisions of the contract and these specifications.
Where a portion of the work sublet by the Contractor is not being prosecuted in a manner
satisfactory to the City Contract Representative, the subcontractor shall be removed
immediately on the requisition of the City Contract Representative and shall not again be
employed on the work.
The Contractor further agrees:
a. To be bound to the subcontractor by all the obligations that the City assumes to
the Contractor under this Contract, and by all provisions thereof affording
remedies and redress to the Contractor from the City.
b. To promptly pay the subcontractor in accordance with applicable State statute.
c. That, at all times, the subcontractors' total payments shall be proportionate to
the value of the labor and materials provided by them. Payment may be
preconditioned upon the subcontractors providing the Contractor with
requested significant partial or final lien waivers.
d. To pay the subcontractor to such extent as may be provided by the Contract or
the subcontract, if either of these provides for earlier or larger payments than
the above.
e. To ensure timely payment to subcontractors for their work as performed and for
materials fixed in place, less any applicable retention, despite any delay by the
City in making payments to the Contractor for any cause not the fault of the
subcontractor.
f.

To share or forward, as appropriate, with its subcontractors or, as appropriate,
with the City, any fire insurance money received by the Contractor under the
insurance provisions of the Contract.

g. That no claim for services rendered or materials furnished by the Contractor to
the subcontractor shall be valid unless written notice thereof is given by the
Contractor to the subcontractor during the first ten (10) days of the calendar
month following that in which the claim originated.
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h. To give the subcontractor an opportunity to be present and to submit evidence
in any contractual claim, controversy or dispute.
Nothing in this Article shall create any obligation or responsibility on the part of the City to
ensure payments to any subcontractor(s), except as may be required by law.
Each subcontract agreement for a portion of the Work is hereby assignable by the
Contractor to the City, provided that:
a.

Assignment is effective at the sole option of the City and only upon termination
of the Contract for cause pursuant to Section 1202 of these General Provisions,
and only for those subcontract agreements which the City chooses to accept
by notifying the subcontractor in writing; and

b.

Assignment is subject to the prior rights of the surety obligated under Bonds
relating to the Contract.

901.2 Separate Contracts: The City reserves the right to perform construction or operations
related to the Work with the City's own forces and to enter into separate Contracts in
connection with other portions of the Work or other construction or operations on the Work
site.
The Contractor shall afford other Contractors on the Work site reasonable opportunity for
the introduction and storage of their materials and the execution of their work, and shall
properly connect and coordinate its work with theirs.
The City Contract Representative shall coordinate the activities of the City's own forces
and of each separate Contractor connected with the Work. The Contractor and all other
Contractors on the work site shall review their construction schedules and cooperate with
the City Contract Representative in coordinating various portions of the Work with the
schedules of such separate contractors.
If any part of the Contractor's work depends, for proper execution or results, upon the work
of any other contractor, the Contractor shall inspect and promptly report to the City
Contract Representative any defects in such work that render it unsuitable for continuance
of the Contractor's Work. Failure to inspect and report may constitute an acceptance of
the other contractor's work as fit and proper for the reception of the Contractor's Work,
except as to defects not then reasonably discoverable.
Costs caused by the Contractor because of delays or by improperly timed activities or
defective construction shall be borne solely by the Contractor.
If the Contractor causes damage to any separate contractor on the site, the Contractor,
upon due notice, agrees to settle with such separate contractor by agreement or
arbitration, if he will so settle. If such separate contractor sues the City on account of any
damage alleged to have been so sustained, the City shall notify the Contractor, who shall
defend such proceedings and, if any judgment against the City arises therefrom, the
Contractor shall pay or otherwise satisfy it.
Should separate contractors on the Work cause any damage, cost or loss to the
Contractor, the City shall not be held responsible or liable therefore in any way other than
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extensions of completion time in accordance with Section 901.10 of these General
Provisions.
901.3 Progress and Completion: The Contractor shall begin work within ten (10) working days
after receiving “Notice to Proceed,” and shall diligently prosecute the same to completion
before the expiration of the number of working days indicated in the Special Provisions,
beginning on the date that work begins or beginning on the ninetieth (90th) calendar day
after approval of the contract, whichever occurs first. The date shall not be postponed on
account of the Contractor’s failure to take any action required to commence the Work.
The Contractor shall proceed expeditiously with adequate forces and shall achieve
Substantial Completion within the agreed upon time frame. If the Contractor is delayed
on any portion of the Work for any reason whatsoever, it shall expeditiously proceed on
other portions of the Work which are not affected by such delay.
By execution of the Contract documents, the Contractor acknowledges that the time is of
the essence and the time described and allotted for in the contract documents for the
Work to occur is a reasonable period for a competent Contractor to complete the Work.
The City of Tulare reserves the right to extend the time of completion beyond the designated completion date.
901.4 Character of Workmen: If any subcontractor or person employed by the Contractor shall
fail or refuse to carry out the directions of the City Contract Representative or shall appear
to the City Contract Representative to be incompetent or to act in a disorderly or improper
manner, said person shall be discharged immediately on the requisition of the City
Contract Representative, and such person shall not again be employed on the Work.

901.6 Partial Utilization: The City may occupy or use any portion of the Work that the City and
Contractor agree constitutes a separately functioning and usable part of the Work, if the
City can occupy without significant interference with completion of the remainder of the
Work. Such use or occupancy may commence whether or not the portion is substantially
complete, provided that the City and Contractor have accepted, in writing, their mutual
responsibilities regarding the occupied/used portion, including but not limited to insurance
coverage, maintenance, and utilities.
Partial use or occupancy of the Work by the City shall not constitute acceptance of any
work not in compliance with the Contract requirements and standards.
901.7 Substantial Completion: When the Contractor determines that the Work, or any portion
thereof that the City has agreed to accept separately, is ready for its intended use, it shall
notify the City Contract Representative in writing of substantial completion and request an
inspection to certify the same. Within a reasonable time thereafter, the City Contract
Representative will inspect the Work, or the designated portion thereof, in the presence of
the Contractor or Contractor’s designee. If the inspection discloses any item not in
compliance with the Contract, the City Contract Representative shall notate the deficiency,
in writing. Following correction of any deficiencies noted, the Contractor shall submit a
request for re-inspection by the City Contract Representative, to be conducted in the
presence of the Contractor or Contractor’s designee. The Contractor may be responsible
for additional re-inspection costs, should re-inspections become excessive. When the
Work or designated portion thereof is determined to be substantially complete by the City
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Contract Representative, the same shall prepare a Certificate of Substantial Completion.
Said Certificate shall be signed by both parties and state the date of Substantial
Completion and the date of inspection or re-inspection. The Certificate shall list the
remaining obligations of the City and the Contractor relating to security, maintenance,
utilities, damage to the Work, and insurance, as well as the date upon which said
obligations shall be met.
Once Substantial Completion is certified, the Contractor shall achieve final completion
within thirty (30) calendar days, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing.
901.8 Final Completion: Upon receipt of notice from the Contractor that the Work is ready for
final inspection and upon receipt of a request for final payment, the City Contract
Representative will inspect the Work, or the designated portion that the City agreed to
accept separately, in the presence of the Contractor or Contractor’s designee. The
Contractor may be responsible for additional re-inspection costs, should re-inspections
become excessive. Upon confirmation that all items noted as outstanding in the Certificate
of Substantial Completion have been completed or corrected, the City Contract
Representative shall issue Certificate of Final Completion and certify the request for final
payment, including identification of any adjustments or amounts to be retained.
901.9 Time of Completion and Liquidated Damages: It is agreed by the parties of the contract
that in case all the work called for under the contract is not completed before or upon the
expiration of the time limit as set forth in these specifications, damage will be sustained
by the City of Tulare, and that it is and will be impracticable to determine the actual damage
which the City will sustain in the event of and by reason of such delay. Therefore, by
execution of the contract, the Contractor agrees the amount of liquidated damages
specified in the Special Provisions represents a fair and equitable approximation of the
City’s damages, and the Contractor will pay the City of Tulare the specified amount for
each and every day's delay beyond the time prescribed to complete the work; and the
Contractor agrees to pay such liquidated damages as herein provided, and in case the
same are not paid, agrees that the City of Tulare may deduct the amount thereof from any
money due or that may become due the Contractor under the contract; not as penalty, but
as liquidated damages.
It is further agreed that in case the work called for under the contract is not finished and
completed in all parts and the requirements within the time specified, the City of Tulare
shall have the right to extend the time for completion or not, as may seem best to serve
the interest of the City; and if it is decided to extend the time limit for the completion of the
contract, the City of Tulare shall further have the right to charge to the Contractor,
Contractor’s heirs, or assignor's sureties, and to deduct from the final payment for the
work, all or part as it may deem proper, of the actual cost of engineering, inspection,
superintendence and other overhead expenses which are directly chargeable to the
contract, which accrue during the period of such extension except that the cost of final
surveys and preparation of final estimate shall not be included in such charges.
Permission allowing the Contractor to continue and finish any part of the Work after the
time fixed for its completion or after the date to which the time for completion may have
been extended, shall in no way operate as a waiver on the part of the City of any of its
rights under the Contract.
The Contractor shall not be assessed with liquidated damages nor the cost of engineering
and inspection during any delay in the completion of the work caused by acts of God or of
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the public enemy, acts of the City, fire, floods, epidemics, quarantine restrictions, strikes,
freight embargoes, and unusually severe weather, or delays of subcontractors due to such
causes, provided that the Contractor shall within ten (10) days from the beginning of any
such delay notify the City Contract Representative in writing of the causes of delay. The
City Contract Representative shall ascertain the facts and the extent of delay and his
findings of the facts thereon shall be final and conclusive.
Once Substantial Completion is certified, the Contractor shall achieve final completion
within thirty (30) calendar days, unless otherwise agreed upon in writing. If final completion
does not occur within the agreed upon number of days, liquidated damages will
commence on the first calendar day following the agreed upon deadline, until final
completion occurs.
901.10 Force Majeure: Except for payment of sums due, neither party shall be liable to the other
nor deemed in default under this Contract if and to the extent that such party's
performance of this Contract is prevented by reason of Force Majeure. The term "Force
Majeure" means a major occurrence that is beyond the control of the parties affected and
occurs without their fault or negligence. Force Majeure shall not include late performance
by a sub-contractor unless the delay arises out of a Force Majeure occurrence in
accordance with this Force Majeure term and condition.
If either party is delayed at any time in the progress of the work by Force Majeure, the
delayed party shall immediately notify the other party in writing of such delay of the
commencement thereof, and shall specify the causes of such delay. Notice shall be handdelivered or mailed certified-return receipt and shall make a specific reference to this
section. The delayed party shall cause such delay to cease as soon as practicable and
shall notify the other party in writing when it has done so. The time of completion shall be
extended by contract modification for a period of time equal to the time that the delayed
party was prevented from performing in accordance with the Contract.
The completion time shall be extended when delay in completion of the Work by either the
Contractor or the subcontractors is due to any preference, priority, or allocation order
issued by the Federal Government.
Should a dispute arise between the Contractor and the City regarding a delay or time
extension, the Contractor shall continue progress on the Work until the dispute is resolved.
901.11 Right-Of-Way: The City will provide the right-of-way for the work to be constructed. The
Contractor shall make Contractor’s own arrangements, and pay all expenses for additional
area required by Contractor outside the limits of right-of-way unless otherwise provided in
the Special Provisions.

SECTION TEN: MEASUREMENT AND PAYMENT
1001.1 Measurement: Payment for work done under this contract shall be made on the basis of
the sums as calculated from the finally measured quantities of work done and the agreed
unit and lump sum prices as set forth on the Bidder's Sheet of the Proposal. Payments
shall include full compensation for furnishing all labor, materials, tools, and equipment and
doing all work necessary to construct the item for which payment is being made, complete
in place as shown on the plans, drawings and as described in the Technical Specifications
and Special Provisions.
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Whenever work called for and described in the Contract Documents is not specifically
covered in the bid items, payment for such work shall be considered as being included in
the contract price. No additional payment will be made for any work shown or described
in the plans, drawings, Technical Specifications and Special Provisions but not covered
under bid items.
1001.2 Progress Payments: During the course of construction, the Contractor shall request
payment for work actually performed during the preceding thirty (30) day time period or
some other time period as mutually agreed to. Invoices or Requests for Payment shall be
submitted to the City Contract Representative. A schedule of values and an updated
project schedule shall accompany the request for payment.
Contractor shall pay to the Contractor's subcontractors or material suppliers and each
subcontractor shall pay to the subcontractor's subcontractor or material supplier, within
seven (7) days of receipt of each progress payment, unless otherwise agreed between
the parties, in writing.
If any periodic or final payment to a subcontractor is delayed by more than seven (7) days
after receipt of the periodic or final payment by the Contractor or subcontractor, the
Contractor or subcontractor shall pay the subcontractor or material supplier interest,
beginning on the eighth day, at the rate of one percent (1%) per month or fraction of a
month on the unpaid balance.
The City may make progress payments on Contracts of less than ninety (90) days and
shall make monthly progress payments on all other Contracts as provided for in this
paragraph. Payment to the Contractor on the basis of a duly certified and approved invoice
or request for payment for work performed during the preceding thirty (30) days may
include payment for material and equipment, but to ensure the proper performance of the
Contract, the City shall retain five percent (5%) of such estimated value of the work done
and fifty percent (50%) of the value of the materials so estimated to have been furnished
and delivered and unused, until final completion and acceptance of all material,
equipment, and work covered by the Contract. The City may withhold an amount from any
progress payment sufficient to pay expenses the City reasonably anticipates it will incur
relating to necessary corrections of deficiencies. Withholding of the anticipated costs may
only occur if the City provides written notice of the deficiency to the Contractor. The
progress payments shall be paid within thirty (30) days following receipt by the City
Contract Representative.
No such estimate or payment shall be made, when, in the judgment of the City Contract
Representative, the work is not proceeding in accordance with the provisions of the
contract.
Nothing in this Section prevents the Contractor or subcontractor from withholding
application and certification for payment to the subcontractor or material supplier for
unsatisfactory job progress, defective construction work or materials not remedied,
disputed work or materials, third party claims filed, reasonable evidence that claims will
soon be filed, failure of a subcontractor to make timely payments for labor, equipment and
materials, damage to the Contractor or another subcontractor, reasonable evidence that
the subcontract cannot be completed for the unpaid balance of the subcontract sum, or a
reasonable amount for retention that does not exceed the actual percentage retained by
the City.
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When the Contract is fifty percent (50%) complete, one-half of the amount retained,
including any substituted securities, shall be paid to the Contractor on the Contractor's
request, provided the Contractor is making satisfactory progress on the Contract and there
is no specific cause or claim requiring a greater amount to be retained.
On completion and acceptance of each separate building, public work, or other division of
the Contract on which the price is stated separately in the Contract, payment may be made
in full, including retained percentages, less authorized deductions.
The City Contract Representative shall review the contents of any invoice or Request for
Payment submitted by the Contractor, satisfy himself that the City has received full value,
certify the estimate and submit it through normal channels for payment.
Neither the certification for payment, nor payment made to the Contractor, nor partial or
entire use of the Work by the City, shall constitute an acceptance of any portion of the
Work.
1001.3 Payment Withheld: If the City Contract Representative is unable to certify a request for
payment in whole or in part because, after observing the Work and the data comprising
the Invoice or Request for Payment, the City Contract Representative determines that the
Work has not progressed or the quality of the Work is not in accordance with the Contract,
the City Contract Representative shall promptly notify the Contractor. If the City Contract
Representative and the Contractor cannot agree on a revised amount, the City Contract
Representative will promptly issue a certificate for payment in an amount he/she
determines is justified, given all circumstances.
The City Contract Representative, as a result of subsequently discovered evidence, may
withhold or nullify, in whole or in part, any certification of invoices or Requests for Payment
to the extent necessary for protection of the City from loss on account of:
a.

Defective work, not remedied; or

b.

Third-party claims filed or reasonable evidence indicating probable filing of
such claims; or

c.

Contractor’s failure to make payments to subcontractors or other third parties
for labor, materials, or equipment; or

d.

Reasonable doubt the Work can be completed for the remaining unpaid
contract balance; or

e.

Reasonable evidence the Work will not be complete within contract completion
time and the remaining unpaid contract balance will be insufficient to pay for
actual or liquidated damages resulting from the anticipated delay; or

g.

Damage to another contractor or to the City by the Contractor; or

h.

Damage to the real or personal property of another and failure to repair or
replace the same; or

i.

Persistent failure to carry out the Work in accordance with the Contract.
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When the grounds for withholding payment have been corrected to the satisfaction of the
City Contract Representative, the City shall immediately proceed to process any amounts
due to the Contractor.
1001.4 Final Payment: The City Contract Representative shall, after the completion of the
contract, make a final estimate of the amount of work done hereunder, and the value of
such work, and the City of Tulare shall pay the entire sum so found to be due after
deducting therefrom all previous payments and all amounts to be kept and all amounts to
be retained under the provisions of the contract. All prior partial estimates and payments
shall be subject to correction in the final estimate and payment. The final payment shall
not be due and payable until the expiration of thirty-five (35) days from the date of
acceptance of the work by the City of Tulare.
Retention of payments by the City longer than sixty (60) days after final completion and
acceptance requires a specific written finding by the City of the reasons justifying the delay
in payment. The City may not retain any monies after sixty (60) days that are in excess of
the amount reasonably anticipated to be necessary for payment of remaining costs or
miscellaneous expenses. In lieu of payment retention, as provided for in this section, and
at the option of the Contractor, the City shall accept an assignment of Certificates of
Deposit with banks licensed by the State of California, securities of or guaranteed by the
United States of America, securities of this state, securities of counties, municipalities, and
school districts within this state, or shares of savings and loan institutions authorized to
transact business in this state. Any such substitute security shall be in an amount equal
to five percent (5%) of all invoices submitted to the City and retained as a guarantee for
complete performance of the Contract. Contractor is entitled to receive all interest or
income earned by this security as it accrues and all such security in lieu of retention shall
be returned to the Contractor by the City within sixty (60) days after final completion and
acceptance of the Work by the City, if the Contractor has furnished the City satisfactory
receipts for all labor and material billed and waivers of liens from any and all persons
holding claims against the Work. In no event shall the City accept substitute securities
unless they are accompanied by a signed waiver from the bank, savings and loan
association, or any other interested party, of any right to set off against either the City or
the Contractor in relationship to the securities.
In any instance where the City has accepted substitute security, any subcontractor
undertaking to perform any part of this public work is entitled to provide substitute security
to the Contractor on terms of this agreement.
It is mutually agreed between the parties to the contract that no certificate given or
payments made under the contract, except the final certificate or final payment, shall be
conclusive evidence of the performance of the contract, either wholly or in part, against
any claim of the party of the first part, and no payment shall be construed to be an
acceptance of any defective work or improper materials.
Neither the final payment, nor any part of the retained percentage, shall become due and
payable until the Contractor provides to the City a Consent of Surety Certificate from the
bonding company, any necessary lien waivers, and any as-built drawings requested by
the City.
The Contractor further agrees that the payment of the final amount due under the contract,
and the adjustment and payment for any work due in accordance with any alterations of
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the same, shall release the City of Tulare from any and all claims, or liability on account
of work performed under the contract or any alteration thereof.
1001.5 Extra and Force Account Work: Extra work as hereinbefore defined, when ordered and
accepted, shall be paid for under a written work order in accordance with the terms therein
provided. Payment for extra work will be made at the unit price or lump sum previously
agreed upon by the Contractor and the City Contract Representative, or by force account.

SECTION ELEVEN: WORKER'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
1101

In accordance with the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code, every Contractor
will be required to secure the payment of worker's compensation to its employees (Labor
Code Section 1860).

1102

Prior to the start of work, the Contractor shall provide the City of Tulare with a certificate
reading as follows:
"I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor Code which requires every employer to
be insured against liability for worker's compensation or to undertake self-insurance in accordance
with the provisions of that Code, and I will comply with such provisions before commencing the
performance of the work of this contract." (Labor Code Section 1861).

1103

Prior to the start of work the Contractor shall provide the City of Tulare with a valid
Worker’s Compensation Insurance Certificate.

SECTION TWELVE: SUSPENSION OR TERMINATION OF THE WORK
1201

Suspension of the Work for Cause; City’s Right to Perform the Work: The City
Contract Representative shall have authority to suspend the work wholly or in part for such
period as the Contractor may deem necessary, due to unsuitable weather, or such other
conditions as are considered unfavorable for the prosecution of the work, or for such time
as the City Contract Representative may deem necessary, due to the failure on the part
of the Contractor to carry out orders given, or to perform any provisions of the work. The
Contractor shall immediately obey such order of the City Contract Representative.
If the performance of all or any portion of the work is suspended or delayed by the City
Contract Representative in writing for an unreasonable period of time, greater than ten
(10) working days, (not originally anticipated, customary, or inherent to the construction
industry) and the Contractor believes that additional compensation or contract time is due
as a result of such suspension or delay, the Contractor shall submit to the City Contract
Representative in writing a request for adjustment within seven (7) calendar days of
receipt of the notice to resume work. The request shall set forth the reasons and support
for such adjustment.
Upon receipt, the City Contract Representative will evaluate the Contractor’s request. If
the City Contract Representative agrees that the cost or time or cost and time required for
the performance of the contract has increased as a result of such suspension and the
suspension was caused by conditions beyond the control of, and not the fault of, the
Contractor, its suppliers, or subcontractors at any approved tier, and not caused by
weather, the City Contract Representative will make an adjustment (excluding profit) and
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modify the contract in writing accordingly. The City Contract Representative will notify the
Contractor of the determination whether or not an adjustment of the contract is warranted.
No contract adjustment will be allowed unless the Contractor has submitted the request
for adjustment within the time prescribed.
No contract adjustment will be allowed under the provisions specified in this section to the
extent that performance would have been suspended or delayed by any other cause, or
for which an adjustment is provided for or excluded under any term or condition of this
contract.
If at any time, in the opinion of the City of Tulare, the Contractor has failed to supply an
adequate working force, or material of proper quality, or has failed in any other respect to
prosecute the work with the diligence and force specified and intended in and by the terms
of the contract, notice thereof in writing will be served upon the Contractor and should the
Contractor neglect or refuse to provide means for a satisfactory compliance with the
contract, as directed by the City Contract Representative, within the time specified in such
notice, the City of Tulare in any such case shall have the power to suspend the operation
of the contract. Upon receiving notice of such suspension, the Contractor shall discontinue
said work under the Contract, or such parts of it as the City of Tulare may designate, until
the cause for the stop work order has been remediated or eliminated. The Contractor shall
not resume the work until ordered in writing by the City Contract Representative.
If the Contractor fails to properly perform services or fails to perform under any provision
of this Contract, the City may, seven (7) calendar days following written notice to the
Contractor, and without prejudice to any other remedy the City may have, remediate any
deficiencies and may deduct the cost thereof from the payment then or thereafter due the
Contractor. If payments then or thereafter due the Contractor are not sufficient to cover
the cost, the Contractor and/or its surety shall be liable to the City for the difference.
In the determination of the question whether there has been any such non-compliance
with the contract as to warrant the suspension, the decision of the City of Tulare shall be
binding on all parties to the contract.
1202

Termination by the City for Cause: Upon certification by the City Contract
Representative, without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the City, and after giving
the Contractor written notice of no less than seven (7) calendar days, the City may
terminate the Contract as to all or any part of the Work for any of the following reasons:
a.

If the Contractor abandons or unnecessarily delays the Work; or

b.

If the Contractor persistently or repeatedly refuses or fails to supply sufficient
quantity of laborers, sufficiently skilled laborers, proper materials, proper
equipment, or competent subcontractor(s); or

c.

If the Contractor fails to make payment to subcontractor(s) for materials or
labor, in accordance with the Contract or the respective agreements between
the Contractor and subcontractor; or

d.

If the Contractor persistently disregards laws, ordinances, rules, regulations,
or orders of the City or any other public authority having jurisdiction, or
persistently violates the conditions or covenants of this Contract; or
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e.

If the Contractor is adjudged bankrupt by a court of law; or

f.

If the Contractor makes a general assignment for the benefit of its creditors or
if a receiver is appointed as a result of being insolvent; or

g.

If the Contractor is otherwise in substantial breach of the Contract, as
determined by the City.

Upon termination of the Contract for any of the above reasons and subject to any priority
rights of the Surety, the City may:
a.

Take possession of the Work and any of the Contractor’s materials, tools,
construction equipment, and/or machinery located at the work site or adjacent
thereto; or

b.

Accept assignment of subcontracts pursuant to Section 9 of these General
Provisions; or

c.

Finish the Work by whatever reasonable method the City may deem most
expedient. In completing the Work itself or through an alternate contractor, the
City may use any equipment, materials, supplies, machinery, and tools of the
Contractor that are in the City's possession.

If the City terminates the Contract for one of the reasons stated above, the Contractor
shall not be entitled to receive any further payment.
The cost of fully completing the Work provided for under any new contract shall include
the sum or sums of money to be paid by the City to other Contractors, all costs of repairs
and replacements of machinery, implements, tools and plant of the Contractor hereunder,
and also all sums of money paid for additional management and administrative services,
including, but not limited to, the cost of the City Contract Representative's additional
services and added expenses made necessary by the termination of the Contract.
If the unpaid balance of the Contract price exceeds costs of finishing the Work, such
excess may, at the City's discretion, be paid to the Contractor. If such costs exceed the
unpaid balance, the City may sell all materials, supplies, machinery, implements, tools
and plant of the Contractor's then on hand, at public sale, on giving the Contractor twenty
(20) day notice of the time and place of such sale, and the net proceeds derived from the
sale of said property shall be applied against such costs. Should the amount received from
the sale be insufficient to pay the deficiency, the Contractor and its surety shall be liable
to pay the amount of the deficiency.
1203

Termination by the City for Convenience: The performance of the Work under this
Contract may be terminated by the City, in whole or in part, in accordance with this clause
whenever the City reasonably determines that such termination is in the best interest of
the City. Any such termination shall be affected by delivery to the Contractor of a written
Notice of Termination specifying the extent to which performance of the Work is
terminated, and the date upon which such termination becomes effective.
If the Contract is terminated by the City, as provided herein, the Contractor shall receive
compensation for any Work performed and accepted, together with profit in proportion to
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the Work performed and accepted, to the extent proven through reasonable evidence
provided by the Contractor. The compensation shall include payment for contractual
obligations reasonably incurred prior to termination. No amount shall be allowed for
anticipated or speculative profit on unperformed Work.
In the event the City terminates the Work, in whole or in part, for cause pursuant to Section
1202 and the termination is later deemed to be unjustified, then such termination shall be
automatically deemed a termination for convenience and the provisions of this Section
1203 shall apply.
Termination of the Contract, or any portion thereof, by the City for convenience shall not
relieve the Contractor of their contractual responsibilities for the Work completed, nor shall
it relieve the surety of its obligation for and concerning any just claim arising out of the
Work completed.
1204

Contractor’s Right to Terminate Contract: The Contractor may terminate the Contract
for any of the following reasons:
a.

If the Work should be stopped under an order of any court of competent
jurisdiction or other public authority for a period in excess of one (1) month,
through no act or fault of the Contractor or of anyone directly or indirectly
employed by him; or

b.

If the City has failed to pay the Contractor within sixty (60) days after the date
when any sum is certified for payment by the City Contract Representative; or

c.

If repeated suspensions or interruptions ordered by the City pursuant to
Section 1203 total (in aggregate) more than one hundred percent (100%) of
the total number of days scheduled for completion or more than one hundred
twenty (120) work days during any three hundred sixty-five (365) day period.

If one of the above reasons exists, the Contractor may, upon seven (7) day written notice
to the City Contract Representative, stop Work, terminate the Contract, and recover
payment from the City for all Work executed and accepted by the City and any loss
sustained upon any plant or materials, including provable reasonable profit and damages.

SECTION THIRTEEN: CLAIMS AND DISPUTES
1301

City Contract Representative's Resolution of Claims and Disputes; Review by City
Manager: This Section relates to claims for additional compensation and any other
differences or disputes between the parties arising under, and by virtue of, the Contract.
Any such claims are to be resolved at the earliest possible time and at the first responsible
level so as to increase the possibility that such matters will be resolved without the
vexation of an administrative hearing process, arbitration, or litigation.
All claims, including but not limited to, claims relating to adjustments or interpretations of
the Contract, payments of money, or other relief with respect to the terms of the Contract,
shall be referred initially in writing to the City Contract Representative for action. The
responsibility/legal burden to substantiate claims shall rest with the party making the claim.
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Claims by the Contractor must be made within twenty-one (21) calendar days after the
event giving rise to the claim or within twenty-one (21) calendar days after the claimant
first becomes aware or should have become aware of the condition giving rise to the claim,
whichever is later.
Pending final resolution of a claim, the Contractor shall proceed diligently with
performance of the Contract and the City shall continue to make payments in accordance
with the Contract.
The City Contract Representative shall, within twenty-one (21) calendar days following
receipt of a written claim, issue one of the following in writing:
a.
b.
c.

A decision either rejecting or approving the claim.
A suggestion as to an equitable compromise of the claim.
A schedule to the Contractor indicating when the City expects to be able to
take action on the claim, which shall be within a reasonable time.

The City Contract Representative may require the submission of additional documentation
from the Contractor to facilitate a decision.
The Contractor shall have ten (10) working days from the date of the City Contract
Representative's final decision rejecting or approving a claim, or suggesting a
compromise, within which to accept or object to the decision. Failure of the Contractor to
accept or object to the decision in writing within such ten (10) working day period shall be
deemed an acceptance of the decision. If the Contractor rejects the decision of the City
Contract Representative in writing within such ten (10) working day period, the matter shall
be referred to the City Manager for de novo review.
The City Manager, or designated hearing officer, shall have sixty (60) days from receipt of
a written objection by the Contractor to the City Contract Representative's final decision,
or such longer period as the parties may stipulate in writing, to review the matter and issue
a written response. During such period, the City Manager, or designated hearing officer,
may require such additional documentation or testimony as deemed necessary to support
his/her response.

SECTION FOURTEEN: MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
1401

Governing Law: The Contract shall be governed and construed according to the laws of
the Tulare City Charter, Tulare City Code of Municipal Ordinances, and the State of
California.

1402

Written Notice: Written notice shall be deemed to have been duly served if delivered in
person to the individual or a member of the firm or entity or to an officer of the corporation
for which it was intended, or if delivered at or sent by registered or certified mail to the last
known business address known to the party giving notice. Date of service shall be the
date of receipt. If no certification from the delivering party proving date of receipt is
available, then date of service shall be five (5) calendar days following the date of mailing.
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SECTION FIFTEEN: CONSTRUCTION SERVICES AGREEMENT
This Agreement is entered into by the City of Tulare (Owner) and Game Time C/O MRC Inc.
(Contractor), with its principal place of business located at PO Box 106, Spring Lake, New Jersey
07762. This Agreement is subject to all terms and conditions in the Contract Documents and is
for the performance of services as generally described hereinafter as “the Work” and as more
specifically described or defined in the Contract Documents.
Contract Name:
Contract Number:
Contract Price not to exceed:
1500

The Parties

Unless otherwise designated in writing, herein or hereafter, the parties to the Agreement have
designated the parties below as their respective representatives under the Contract. The City
Park Manager shall serve as the Contract Representative, unless otherwise specified below. The
parties’ representatives are vested with authority to conduct all necessary activities to ensure
proper and efficient performance of the Work under the Contract, as more specifically described
in Sections 1-14, above.
For the City:
For the Contractor:

1501

The Work and The Project

The Work for which the Contractor is retained under this Agreement, is generally described as
design, furnish and installation of a new play system to include a shaded composite structure,
slides, climbers, swings and play features with ADA compliant fall safety surfacing within the
existing boundaries with no alterations to existing concrete curbs.
The Project, of which the Work is a part, is known and described as PK0026 – Blain Park
Playground Replacement – Design Build Services.

1502 Contract Time
1502.1
Notice to Proceed. It is agreed that the Contract Representative will issue the
Notice to Proceed with the Work to be performed under this Agreement within ten (10)
working days, or some other mutually agreed upon time period, after complete execution
of this Contract, except in job order contracts where a separate Notice to Proceed will
be issued for each individual job order.
1502.2

Completion Time. It is agreed that the Work shall be substantially completed not
later than one hundred twenty (120) calendar days after the project starting day, as
designated in the Notice to Proceed. The Contractor agrees that the Work shall be
performed promptly, regularly, diligently and uninterruptedly at such rate of progress
as will insure full completion thereof within the time specified. It is expressly agreed
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that the time for completion is a reasonable time, considering average climatic
conditions and usual industrial conditions prevailing in the Central Valley of California.
1502.3
Liquidated Damages. Completion times will be specified in the Notice to Proceed.
Applicable liquidated damages may be assessed for each CALENDAR day the Work
remains incomplete after the scheduled completion date. This amount is agreed upon
because of the impracticability and extreme difficulty of ascertaining the actual damages
the City will sustain on account of late completion. If substantial completion does not
occur within the agreed upon number of days, liquidated damages in the amount of five
hundred dollars ($500)/calendar day will commence on the first day after the agreed
days, until substantial completion is certified.
1503 Miscellaneous
1503.1 Guarantee. The Contractor shall guarantee all Work under this Agreement against
defects of material and Workmanship for a minimum of one year (12 calendar months)
from the date of Final Completion.
1503.2

Assignment. Neither party to this Contract shall assign the Contract without the
written consent of the other, nor shall the Contractor assign any monies due or to
become due to him hereunder without the previous written consent of the City.

1503.3

Contract Documents. The following listed documents constitute the Contract
Documents and they are all as fully a part of this Contract as if repeated herein:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Any and all Amendments
Special Provisions
The Contract, including this Agreement
Project Specifications
Project Plans
City Standard Specifications
City Standard Plans
Supplemental project information and specifications
Bonds and Insurance

1503.4 Precedence. In the event of any inconsistency between any of the terms of the
documents enumerated above, such inconsistency shall be resolved according to the
hierarchy of documents as listed in Section 601.5 -Coordination
of
Plans
and
Specifications of the General Provisions, or as identified in the Special Provisions.
Anything in these Contract Documents to the contrary notwithstanding, the provisions of
all pertinent Charter provisions of the City of Tulare and applicable laws of the State of
California in effect at the time of the execution of this Contract shall be a part of the
Contract between the parties and shall take precedence over all of the other Contract
Documents.
IN WITNESS, THEREOF, the parties hereto have executed three (3) identical counterpart copies
of this Agreement on the date and year first written above, each of which copies shall for
all purposes be deemed an original hereof.
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City of Tulare, A Municipal Corporation and Charter City

By: ________________________________
Mr. Rob A. Hunt
City Manager, City of Tulare

Contractor,

By: ________________________________

APPROVED AS TO FORM this

day of

, 2020.

By:
Mr. Mario Zamora
City Attorney
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AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: City Attorney
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached: S Ordinance £ Resolution £ Staff Report £ Other £None

AGENDA ITEM:
Public Hearing to pass-to-print Ordinance 19-12, an Ordinance revoking and replacing
Chapter 5.96 of the City of Tulare Municipal Code allowing Recreational Cannabis
Businesses and Establishing Permitting Procedures and Regulations.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED: S Yes

£ No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
The Cannabis Ordinance has been reviewed at numerous council meetings resulting in
several revisions. It is believed all required revisions have been made and the
Ordinance is ready for pass-to-print. The following are the latest revisions to the
ordinance; retail sales are allowed in C-4 or C-3 zoned areas, sales must be at least
1,000 feet away from each other and at least 600 feet away from any school, and a total
number of 3 including the two medicinal permits currently issued. The adoption of this
Ordinance will not create any fiscal impact.
Once approved, staff will create a timeline for the RFP process for applicants.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION: P
Pass-to-print Ordinance 19-12 an Ordinance revoking and replacing Chapter 5.96 of the
City of Tulare Municipal Code allowing Recreational Cannabis Businesses and
Establishing Permitting Procedures and Regulations.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS: þ Yes

£ N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED: £ Yes

£ No

FUNDING SOURCE/ACCOUNT NUMBER: N/A
Submitted by: Mario U. Zamora

Title: City Attorney

Date: 2/24/2020

City Manager Approval: _____

£ N/A

ORDINANCE 19-12
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 5.96 OF THE CITY OF TULARE
MUNICIPAL CODE ALLOWING RECREATIONAL CANNABIS
BUSINESSES AND ESTABLISHING PERMITTING PROCEDURES AND
REGULATIONS
THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF TULARE DOES ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

PURPOSE. The provisions of this ordinance are intended to permit and regulate

legal cannabis businesses in the City of Tulare.
Section 2.

CODE ENACTMENT.

Tulare Municipal Code Chapter 5.96 “Marijuana Dispensaries” is hereby revoked in its entirety,
and replaced in full with the following:
Chapter 5.96
COMMERCIAL CANNABIS BUSINESSES
5.96.010 Purpose
It is the purpose of this Chapter to allow retail sales, with a Regulatory Permit and a Retail
License, of recreational and medicinal cannabis from persons or entities that are duly licensed
and authorized under state and local law in the City of Tulare.
Manufacturing, cultivation, distribution, or any other activity required to have a State License,
besides a Retail License, is not permitted in any zone within the City.
5.96.020 Cannabis Permitted Uses and Zoning.
Retail sales shall only be allowed in a storefront, in an area zoned C-4 or C-3, but at least 1,000
feet away from each other, at least 600 feet away from any school, and in compliance with all
other State and local laws. (See Chapter 10 for zoning designations.) No distinction shall be
made between medicinal and recreational storefronts in this section.
5.96.030 Commercial Cannabis Business Minimum Operational Requirements and
Restrictions.
The following operational requirements and restrictions shall apply to all Commercial Cannabis
Businesses:
A. State Law. The Commercial Cannabis Business shall at all times be in compliance with State
Law and the implementing regulations, as they may be amended from time to time, as well as
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all required State license(s) under State Law, and any other applicable State law. The Operator
shall obtain required licenses under State Law prior to opening for business. If the Operator uses
the approved Cannabis operations for commercial recreational cannabis, the Operator shall meet
or exceed the health and safety requirements of State Law in any operations relating to
recreational cannabis.
B. Register of Employees. The Operator shall maintain a current register of the names of persons
required to have Employee Permits. The register shall be available to the City Manager or their
designee at all times, and immediately upon request.
C. Signage. Signage which advertises the business shall be allowed. However, there shall be no
signage, markings, text, logos, artwork, etc., on the Premises, or off-site, which in any way
evidences that Commercial Cannabis Businesses are occurring on the property. Interior building
signage evidencing Commercial Cannabis Business is occurring on the property is permissible
provided the signage is not visible outside of the building. Signage must comply with all other
City requirements for signage.
D. Cannabis Consumption. No cannabis shall be smoked, ingested or otherwise consumed on the
Premises. Adequate signage of this prohibition shall be displayed throughout the facility.
E. Alcoholic Beverages. Alcohol for personal consumption shall not be provided, stored, kept,
located, sold, dispensed, or used on the Premises.

F. Distribution. Distribution of cannabis into City limits to a Cannabis Business shall be conducted
according to State law.
G. Minors. It shall be unlawful for any Operator to employ any person who is not at least twentyone (21) years of age, or any older age if set by the State.
H. Distance separation from schools and residences. Commercial Cannabis Business shall comply
with the distance separation requirements from residences and schools as required by State law.
In addition, a Cannabis operation shall not be located within six hundred (600) feet from any
existing residence, school, or proposed school site as identified in the General Plan.
Measurements shall be from property boundary to property boundary. For purposes of this
section, school means any public or private school providing instruction in kindergarten or
grades 1-12, inclusive, but does not include any private school in which education is primarily
conducted in private homes.
I. Hours of Operation. Commercial cannabis operations shall be allowed to operate between 8:00
am and 8:00 pm. Deliveries to the commercial cannabis business may only take place, and must
be completed, during regular business hours.
J. Building and Related Codes. Commercial cannabis operations shall be subject to the following
requirements:
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1. The Premises in which the Cannabis business occur shall comply with all applicable
local, State and federal laws, rules, and regulations including, but not limited to, building
codes and the Americans with Disabilities Act, as certified by the Building Official of
the City. The Operator shall obtain all required building permits and comply with all
applicable City standards.
2. The Responsible Party shall ensure that the Premises has sufficient electrical load for the
storage of Cannabis. The use of generators is prohibited other than for temporary
emergency use.
3. Employee training records and safety equipment must be maintained, and all equipment
must be compliant with State safety regulations in §§40100 – 41099 and as they may be
amended. The Tulare Police Department shall inspect and approve the Premises for use
of the products prior to City's issuance of a certificate of occupancy, or otherwise prior
to opening for business, to ensure compliance with this requirement.

K. Odor control. Cannabis businesses shall provide a sufficient odor absorbing ventilation and
exhaust system so that odor generated inside the facility that is distinctive to its operation is not
detected outside the Premises, outside the building housing the Cannabis business, or anywhere
on adjacent property or public rights-of-way. As such, Cannabis businesses must install and
maintain the following equipment or any other equipment which the City's Building Official
determines has the same or better effectiveness, if a smell extends beyond a property line:
1. An exhaust air filtration system with odor control that prevents internal odors and pollen
from being emitted externally; or an air system that creates negative air pressure
between the cannabis facility's interior and exterior so that the odors generated inside the
cannabis facility are not detectable outside the cannabis facility.
L. Secure Building. All commercial cannabis operations shall occur entirely inside of a building
that shall be secure, locked, and fully enclosed, with a ceiling, roof or top. The building shall
include a burglar alarm monitored by an alarm company or private security company. The
building, including all walls, doors, and the roof, shall be of solid construction meeting the
minimum building code requirements for industrial structures (including, without limitation,
commercial greenhouse structures), and include material strong enough to prevent entry except
through an open door. Notwithstanding the foregoing, the roof may be of solid translucent
material provided other security measures exist to ensure that the Cannabis Operation cannot be
seen, heard or smelled beyond the property line. The precise building construction and material
to be used shall be identified and provided to the City prior to construction and provided with
the application.
M. Premises Security. The City Council shall set Premises Security requirements by resolution and
the Chief of Police shall enforce.
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5.96.040 Mobile Deliveries & Business License
Mobile deliveries from a Commercial Cannabis Business with a Regulatory Permit shall be
allowed within the City limits. Commercial Cannabis Businesses located outside of City limits
and who deliver into the City limits must obtain a City of Tulare Business License and pays all
appropriate fees and taxes when due.
All deliveries shall be conducted in accordance with regulations and standards approved by the
Chief of Police.
5.96.050 Regulatory Permit and Retail License Required
All Commercial Cannabis Businesses shall be required to have a Regulatory Permit issued by
the City of Tulare and a Retail License issued by the State. The City Council may set additional
Regulatory Permit requirements by resolution and the Chief of Police shall enforce said
regulations.
The total number of Regulatory Permits issued shall be three (3). The City Manager shall
develop an application process for issuance of Regulatory Permits.
Any Commercial Cannabis Businesses in operation at the time of enactment of this ordinance
shall be required to comply with this Chapter in order to sell recreational cannabis.
Regulatory Permits are granted to, and are held in the name of, the Responsible Party.
Regulatory Permits are not transferrable or assignable.
5.96.060 Employee Permit Required
A. Every employee or independent contractor working at a Commercial Cannabis Business or
involved in transportation/delivery related services for a Cannabis Business shall obtain an
Employee Permit. It shall be the duty of the Commercial Cannabis Business to ensure that
Employee Permits are obtained from the Tulare Police Department prior to the employee or
independent contractor commencing work. Persons who are listed as a Business Owner on a
Regulatory Permit shall not be required to obtain an Employee Permit if such person also serves
as an employee or contractor. All Responsible Parties, except the Business Owner, shall be
required to obtain an Employee Permit.
B. Each employee and independent contractor shall be required to provide the following
information under penalty of perjury, so that the Tulare Police Department can perform a
background check:
1. Name, current resident address, and telephone number.
2. Date of birth.
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3. Tax identification number.
4. Height, weight, color of eyes, and hair.
5. Photographs for identification purposes.
6. Be fingerprinted by the Police Department.
7. Such other identification and information as deemed necessary by the Chief of Police
and pertinent to the Employee Permit.
8. Authorization for the City, its agents and employees to seek verification of the
information contained within the application.
9. The name of the Business Owner holding the Regulatory Permit and the Operator for
which such person is proposed to work.
5.96.070 Application Fees
Every new application for a Regulatory Permit, Employee Permit, or renewal shall be
accompanied by a nonrefundable fee, as established by resolution of City Council. This fee shall
be in addition to any other business license, tax, or permit fee imposed by this Code or other
governmental agencies. The fee shall include an amount to cover the costs of fingerprinting,
photographing, background checks as well as general ongoing monitoring for compliance and
processing of the application.
5.96.080 Investigation and Action on Application.
A. Upon the filing of a properly completed application for a regulatory or employee permit and the
payment of the fee, the Chief of Police shall conduct an investigation of the application,
including a background check of the applicant and all employees and independent contractors.
All applicants for a Regulatory Permit and Employee Permit shall be required to submit to a
fingerprint-based criminal history records check conducted by the Tulare Police Department.
B. For Regulatory Permits, after the background checks and investigation are complete, and in no
case later than ninety (90) days after receipt of a properly completed application, the City shall
issue a recommendation that the City Council approve or deny a Regulatory Permit in
accordance with the provisions of this section. The recommendation for approval shall include
conditions the City deems reasonable under the circumstances to protect the public health,
safety, and welfare of the community. The recommendation shall be forwarded to the City
Council for action following any required noticing and public hearings and may be processed
concurrently with any other entitlements necessary for the Cannabis Operation.
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C. For Employee Permits, after the background checks and investigation are complete, and in no
case later than thirty (30) days after receipt of a properly completed application, the Chief of
Police shall either approve or deny an Employee Permit. At the discretion of the Chief of Police,
Employee Permits may be conditionally approved pending the background investigation.
5.96.90 Term of Permits and Renewals.
A. Regulatory and employee permits issued under this Chapter shall expire on December 31st each
year. Applications for renewal shall be made at least forty-five (45) days prior to the expiration
date of the permit and shall be accompanied by the nonrefundable fee referenced in this section.
When made less than forty-five (45) days before the expiration date, the expiration of the permit
will not be stayed. Applications for renewal shall be acted on similar to applications for permits
except that the Chief of Police shall renew annual permits for additional one-year periods if the
circumstances and information provided with the initial application have not materially
changed. Fees, or portions thereof, shall not be adjusted on a pro-rata basis.
5.96.100 Grounds for Denial of Regulatory Permit.
The grounds for denial of a Regulatory Permit shall be one or more of the following:
A. The business or conduct of the business at a particular location is prohibited by any local or
State law, statute, rule or regulation.
B. The Business Owner or Operator has been issued a local or State permit related to Cannabis
operations at any other location in California, or another state, and that permit was suspended or
revoked, or the Business Owner or Operator has had disciplinary action relating to the permit.
C. The Business Owner or Operator has knowingly made a false statement of material fact or has
knowingly omitted to state a material fact in the application.
D. Consistent with State Law or other applicable State law, the Business Owner or Operator, or
any Responsible Person, has been:
1. Convicted of a serious or violent offense as listed under California Penal Code sections
667.5 and 1192.7(c); or
2. Convicted of any of the offenses listed in Business and Professions Code section 19323;
or
3. Convicted of a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude as defined under State law
(generally crimes relating to theft and dishonesty) within the five (5) years preceding the
date of the application; or
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4. Convicted of a felony involving the illegal use, possession, transportation, distribution or
similar activities related to controlled substances, as defined in the Federal Controlled
Substances Act, unless the individual has received a Certificate of Rehabilitation as
defined in the Act; or
5. Has engaged in misconduct related to the qualifications, functions or duties of a
permittee, such as lying on an application, falsifying legal documents, or anything that
would otherwise ban the permittee from obtaining a State license under State Law.
6. Consistent with State Law or other applicable State law, the Business Owner or Operator
has engaged in unlawful, fraudulent, unfair, or deceptive business acts or practices.
7. The Business Owner or Operator is under twenty-one (21) years of age, or any older
other age set by the State.
8. The Cannabis Operation does not comply with the zoning ordinance standards of the
City of Tulare or the development standards set forth in this Title.
9. The required annual business license fee, annual regulatory fee or revenue raising fee
has not been paid.
E. The number of regulatory permits authorized by this Chapter has been reached.
5.96.110 Grounds for Denial of Employee Permit.
The grounds for denial of an Employee Permit shall be one or more of the following:
A. The applicant has been issued a local or State permit related to Cannabis production at any other
location in California, or another state, and that permit was suspended or revoked, or the
applicant has had disciplinary action relating to the permit.
B. Consistent with State Law or other applicable law, the applicant has been:
1. Convicted of a serious or violent offense as listed under California Penal Code sections
667.5 and l 192.7(c); or
2. Convicted of any of the offenses listed in Business and Professions Code section 19323;
or
3. Convicted of a misdemeanor involving moral turpitude as defined under State law
(generally crimes relating to theft and dishonesty) within the five (5) years preceding the
date of the application; or
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4. Convicted of a felony involving the illegal use, possession, transportation, distribution or
similar activities related to controlled substances, as defined in the Federal Controlled
Substances Act, unless the individual has received a Certificate of Rehabilitation as
defined in State Law; or has engaged in misconduct related to the qualifications,
functions or duties of a permittee.
5. Consistent with State Law or other applicable State law, the applicant has engaged in
unlawful, fraudulent, unfair, or deceptive business acts or practices.
6. The applicant has committed any act, which, if done by a permittee, would be grounds
for suspension or revocation of a permit.
7. An applicant is under twenty-one (21) years of age, or any older age set by the State.
5.96.120 Notice of Decision and Final Action.
A. Regulatory Permit. Action on the Regulatory Permit shall be as follows:
1. The Chief of Police shall cause a written notice of his or her recommendation on the
issuance or denial of a Regulatory Permit, and the date and time when the City Council
will consider action on the Regulatory Permit, to be personally delivered or mailed to
the applicant by certified U.S. mail, postage prepaid.
2. Following a public hearing before the City Council, the Council may grant the
Regulatory Permit subject to such conditions as it deems reasonable under the
circumstances to protect the public health, safety, and welfare of the community, or it
may deny the issuance of the Regulatory Permit for any of the grounds specified in this
section. The decision of the Council shall be final, subject to judicial review.
B. Employee Permit. Action on the Employee Permit shall be as follows: 1. The Chief of Police
shall cause a written notice of his or her determination on the issuance or denial of an
Employee Permit to be personally delivered or mailed to the applicant by certified U.S.
mail, postage prepaid. The Chief of Police decision on an Employee permit shall be final,
subject to judicial review.
5.96.130 Suspension and Revocation of Regulatory Permit or Employee Permit.
A. Regulatory Permit. The City Council may suspend or revoke the Regulatory Permit of a
Commercial Cannabis Operation when any of the following occur:
1. The Cannabis Operation is conducted in violation of any provision of this section, State
Law, or any other applicable State law.
2. The Cannabis Operation is conducted in such a manner as to create a public or private
nuisance.
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3. A failure to pay the Regulatory Fee or Revenue Raising Fee required by this section.
4. A failure to take reasonable measures to control patron conduct, where applicable,
resulting in disturbances, vandalism, or crowd control problems occurring inside of or
outside the Premises, traffic control problems, or obstruction of the operation of another
business.
5. A failure to comply with the terms and conditions of the Regulatory Permit.
6. Any act which would be considered grounds for denial of the Regulatory Permit in the
first instance.
B. Employee Permit. The Chief of Police may suspend or revoke an Employee Permit when the
permittee or the employee has committed any one or more of the following acts:
1. Any act which would be considered a ground for denial of the permit in the first
instance.
2. Violates any provision of this section, State Law, or any other applicable law relating to
the Cannabis Operation.
3. Violates or fails to comply with the terms and conditions of the Employee Permit.
C. Procedures for Revoking Regulatory Permits. For Regulatory Permits, the procedures and
timelines for revoking a permit shall be the same as stated in Section 10.116.100 of this code,
except that all matters shall be heard by the City Council in the first instance, and there shall be
no further appeal following the City Council’s decision.
D. Procedures/or Revoking Employee Permits. Prior to suspension or revocation of an Employee
Permit, the Chief of Police shall conduct a hearing. Written notice of the time and place of such
hearing shall be served upon the permittee at least five (5) calendar days prior to the date set for
such hearing. The notice shall contain a brief statement of the grounds to be relied upon for
revoking or suspending the permit. Notice may be given either by personal delivery or by
certified U.S. mail, postage prepaid. Any permittee aggrieved by the decision of the Chief of
Police in suspending or revoking an Employee Permit shall have no appeal rights and the Chief
of Police decision shall be final, subject to judicial review as set forth in this section.
E. Immediate Suspension. The Chief of Police may immediately suspend or revoke a Regulatory
Permit and an Employee Permit without notice or a hearing, subject to the appeal rights set forth
herein, under either of the following circumstances:
1. The Business Owner or Operator is convicted of a public offense in any court for the
violation of any law which relates to the Cannabis Operation, or in the case of an
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Employee Permit, the employee is convicted of a public offense in any court for the
violation of any law which relates to the permit.
2. The Chief of Police determines that immediate suspension is necessary to protect the
public health, safety, and welfare of the community. The Chief of Police shall articulate
the grounds for the immediate suspension in writing and the suspension shall only be for
as long as necessary to address the circumstances which led to the immediate
suspension.
5.96.140 Effect of Denial or Revocation.
When the City Council shall have denied a Regulatory Permit or revoked a Regulatory Permit, or
the Chief of Police shall have denied or revoked an Employee Permit, no new application for a
Regulatory Permit and no new application for an Employee Permit shall be accepted and no
Regulatory Permit or Employee Permit shall be issued to such person or to any corporation in
which he or she shall have any beneficial interest for a period of one (1) year after denying or
revoking the Regulatory Permit or Employee Permit.
5.96.150 Abandonment.
In addition to the suspension or revocation of a Regulatory Permit, a Regulatory Permit shall be
deemed abandoned if Cannabis Business ceases for a period of more than ninety (90)
consecutive days. Before restarting operations, a new Regulatory Permit shall be secured. The
90-day period shall be tolled during periods of force majeure, which shall be defined as follows:
war; insurrection; strikes; lock-outs; riots; floods; earthquakes; fires; casualties; supernatural
causes; acts of the "public enemy"; epidemics; quarantine restrictions; freight embargoes; lack
of transportation; unusually severe weather; inability to secure necessary labor, materials or
tools; delays of any contractor, subcontractor or supplier; or any other causes beyond the
reasonable control of the permittee.
5.96.160 Water Availability.
As a condition of opening for business, the Premises Owner, Business Owner, Operator, and all
Responsible Parties shall be deemed to have acknowledged and agreed to the following if the
Cannabis Operation is connected to the City's water system.
The City cannot provide any guarantees that City water will be available for operations. Under
circumstance where the City cannot or elects to not provide water, the Cannabis Operation may
be required to find alternative sources of water supply. The Premises Owner, Business Owner,
and Operator assume all risk associated with water supply to the Site, including all costs
associated therewith.
The Premises Owner, Business Owner, Operator, and all Responsible Parties shall hold
harmless, release, indemnify, and defend the City, its officers, employees, and agents, from any
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liability associated with the curtailment of water because of the foregoing. This release includes
any damages to the Premises Owner, Business Owner, Operator, and all Responsible Parties, its
employees and contractors, and third parties, and includes the risk of lost revenue, profits and
consequential damages.
If the Premises Owner, Business Owner, Operator, or Responsible Party procures their own
source of water they must comply with all State and Federal water reporting laws and
procedures.
5.96.170 Other Licenses, Permits, Taxes, Fees, or Charges.
Except as expressly provided in this Chapter, nothing contained in this Chapter shall be deemed
to repeal, amend, be in lieu of, replace or in any way affect any requirements for any permit or
license required by, under or by virtue of any provision of any other title or Chapter of this Code
or any other ordinance or resolution of the City, nor be deemed to repeal, amend, be in lieu of,
replace or in any way affect any tax, fee or other charge imposed, assessed or required by, under
or by virtue of any other title or Chapter of this Code or any other ordinance or resolution of the
City. Any references made or contained in any other title or Chapter of this Code to any permits,
licenses, taxes, fees, or charges, or to any schedule of license fees, shall be deemed to refer to
the permits, licenses, taxes, fees or charges, or schedule of license fees, provided for in other
titles or Chapters of the Tulare City Code unless otherwise expressly provided.
5.96.180 Violation Deemed Misdemeanor.
Any person who violates any provision of this Chapter or who other than by a sworn statement,
knowingly or intentionally misrepresents to any officer or employee of the City any material fact
herein required to be provided is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable as provided in Section
5.04.610 of this Code. A person who on a sworn statement states as true a material fact that he or
she knows to be false is guilty of perjury.
5.96.190 Actions to Collect.
The amount of any tax, fee, penalty and/or interest imposed pursuant to this Chapter shall be
deemed a debt owed to the City. An action may be commenced in the name of the City in any
court of competent jurisdiction, for the amount of any delinquent tax, fees, penalties and interest
thereon.
5.96.200 Severability.
If any provision of this Chapter, or its application to any person or circumstance, is determined
by a court of competent jurisdiction to be unlawful, unenforceable or otherwise void, that
determination shall have no effect on any other provision of this Chapter or the application of
this Chapter to any other person or circumstance and, to that end, the provisions hereof are
severable.
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5.96.210 Remedies Cumulative.
All remedies prescribed under this Chapter shall be cumulative and the use of one or more
remedies by the City shall not bar the use of any other remedy for the purpose of enforcing
the provisions hereof.
5.96.220 Amendment or Repeal.
This Chapter may be repealed or amended by ordinance of the Tulare City Council.
5.96.230 Penalties.
Any entity that fails to pay the fees required by this chapter within fifteen (15) days after the
due date shall pay in addition to the taxes a penalty for nonpayment in the sum equal to twentyfive percent (25%) of the total amount due. Additional penalties will be assessed in the
following manner: ten percent (10%) shall be added on the first day of each calendar month
following the month of the imposition of the twenty-five percent (25%) penalty if the fee
remains unpaid – up to a maximum of one hundred percent (100%) of the fee payable on the
due date. Receipt of the fee payment by the City shall govern the determination of whether the
fee is delinquent. Postmarks will not be accepted as adequate proof of a timely payment.
5.96.240 Definitions
The following definitions apply to this Chapter:
"Applicant" means a person who is required to file an application for a permit under this
section.
"Business Owner" means the owner(s) of the Cannabis Business. For publicly traded
companies, owner means the chief executive officer or any person or entity with an aggregate
ownership interest of 5% or more. For all other businesses, other than publicly traded
companies, an owner is an individual that has an aggregate ownership of interest other than a
lien or encumbrance, of 20% or more in the commercial cannabis business.
"Cannabis" means all parts of the plant Cannabis sativa Linnaeus, Cannabis indica, or Cannabis
ruderalis, or any other strain or varietal of the genus Cannabis that may exist or hereafter be
discovered or developed that has psychoactive or medicinal properties, whether growing or not,
including the seeds thereof. “Cannabis” also means 1) cannabis as defined by Section 11018 of
the Health and Safety Code as enacted by Chapter 1407 of the Statutes of 1972, and amended
by the California Control, Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Cannabis Initiative, 2) industrial
hemp as defined by Section 11018.5 of the Health and Safety Code, 3) cannabidiol (“CBD”) in
any form, and 4) as defined by other applicable State law.
"Cannabis business" or “cannabis industry” means any business activity in the City relating to
cannabis, including but not limited to cultivation (including nurseries), transportation,
distribution, manufacture, compounding, conversion, processing, preparation, testing, storage,
packaging, delivery and sales (wholesale and/or retail sales) of cannabis or cannabis products,
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whether or not carried on for gain or profit. A cannabis business does not include any business
whose only relationship to cannabis or cannabis products is the production or sale of cannabis
accessories.
“Cannabis cultivation area” means the total aggregate area(s) of cannabis cultivation by a
cannabis business as measured around the outermost perimeter of each separate and discrete
area of cannabis cultivation at the dripline of the canopy expected at maturity and includes, but
is not limited to, the space between plants within the cultivation area, the exterior dimensions of
garden beds, garden plots, hoop houses, green houses, and each room or area where cannabis
plants are grown, excluding non-production areas, as determined by the City Manager or his or
her designee.
"Cannabis product" means any product containing cannabis, including, but not limited to,
flowers, buds, oils, tinctures, concentrates, extractions, edibles and those products described in
Section 11018.1 of the Health and Safety Code.
"Canopy" means all areas occupied by any portion of a cannabis plant, inclusive of all vertical
planes, whether the areas are contiguous or noncontiguous. The plant canopy need not be
contained to a single parcel of land in determining the total square footage that will be subject to
tax under this Chapter. If mature plants are being cultivated using a shelving system, the surface
area of each level shall be included in the total canopy calculation.
“Chief of Police” means the Chief of the Tulare Police Department or his or her designee.
“City” means the City of Tulare, either the entity or its territorial limits, as the context requires.
“City Council” or “Council” means the City Council of the City of Tulare.
"Collector” means the City’s Director of Finance or Chief Financial Officer or his or her
designee.
"Commercial cannabis cultivation" means cultivation conducted by, for, or as part of a cannabis
business. Commercial cannabis cultivation does not include personal medical cannabis
cultivation, or cultivation for personal recreational use as authorized under the "Control,
Regulate and Tax Adult Use of Marijuana Act" approved by the State’s voters on November 8,
2016, for which the individual receives no compensation whatsoever.
“Commercial Cannabis Business” or “Cannabis Business” or “Cannabis Operation” means any
commercial cannabis activity allowed under State Law and the implementing regulations, as
State Law and the implementing regulations may be amended from time to time, and all uses
permitted under any subsequently enacted State law pertaining to the same or similar uses for
recreational cannabis.
“Cannabis Operator” means the person or persons responsible for the Commercial Cannabis
Business regardless of the type of entity; e.g. partnership, corporation, etc.
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“Cannabis production” means the processes associated with the processing, extraction,
manufacturing, testing, distribution and transportation of medical and non-medical cannabis
products.
"Commercial Cannabis Regulatory Permit" or " Regulatory Permit" means the permit required
under this section to have a Cannabis Business.
“Commingling” means the physical aggregation of harvest batches or nonmanufactured
cannabis products by a licensee.
"Cultivation" means any activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing,
grading, or trimming of cannabis. “Cultivation” also includes nurseries. In addition, and without
limiting the foregoing, “cultivation” includes “cultivation” as defined in California Business and
Professions Code section 19300.5 and any successor statute, as may be adopted and amended
from time to time.
“Delivery” means the commercial transfer of marijuana cannabis or marijuana cannabis
products to a customer. “Delivery” also includes the use by a retailer of any technology
platform owned and controlled by the retailer, or independently licensed under this division,
that enables customers to arrange for or facilitate the commercial transfer by a licensed retailer
of marijuana or marijuana products.
“Delivery employee” means an individual employed by a licensed dispensary who delivers
cannabis goods from the licensed dispensary premises to a physical address.
"Dispensary" means a facility where cannabis or cannabis products, are offered, either
individually or in combination, for retail sale, including an establishment that engages in
delivery of cannabis or cannabis products as part of a retail sale. In addition, and without
limiting the foregoing, “dispensary” includes “dispensary” as defined in California Business and
Professions Code section 19300.5 and any successor statute, as may be adopted or amended
from time to time.
"Distributor'' means a person engaged in procuring cannabis from a cultivator, and/or procuring
cannabis products from a manufacturer, for sale to a licensed commercial cannabis business. In
addition, and without limiting the foregoing, “distributor” includes “distributor” as defined in
California Business and Professions Code section 19300.5 and any successor statute, as may be
adopted or amended from time to time.
"Distribution" means the procurement, sale, and transport of cannabis or cannabis products
between licensees.
"Employee" means each and every person engaged in the operation or conduct of any cannabis
business, whether as owner, member of the owner's family, partner, associate, agent, manager or
solicitor, and each and every other person employed or working in such cannabis business for a
wage, salary, commission, barter or any other form of compensation.
"Gross Receipts" means the total amount of revenue a Cannabis Operation received from all
sources during its accounting period, without subtracting any costs or expenses.
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“Indoor cultivation” means the cultivation of cannabis within a structure using artificial light, at
a rate greater than 25 watts per square foot.
"Manufacturer" means a person who conducts the production, preparation, propagation, or
compounding of cannabis or cannabis products either directly or indirectly or by extraction
methods, or independently by means of chemical synthesis, or by a combination of extraction
and chemical synthesis, or that packages or repackages cannabis or cannabis products or labels
or re-labels its container. In addition, and without limiting the foregoing, “manufacturer”
includes “manufacturer” as defined in California Business and Professions Code section
19300.5 and any successor statute, as may be adopted or amended from time to time.
“Mixed-light cultivation” means the cultivation of cannabis using light deprivation and/or
artificial lighting below a rate of 25 watts per square foot.”
''Nursery" means a person who produces cannabis clones, immature plants, and/or seeds for
wholesale distribution, used specifically for the planting, propagation, and cultivation of
cannabis. In addition, and without limiting the foregoing, “nursery” includes “nursery” as
defined in California Business and Professions Code section 19300.5 and any successor statute,
as may be adopted or amended from time to time.
"Operator" means the Business Owner and any other person designated by the Business Owner
as responsible for the day to day Cannabis business operation.
"Personal medical cannabis cultivation" means cultivation, by either a qualified patient who
cultivates cannabis exclusively for his or her personal medical use or by a caregiver who
cultivates cannabis exclusively for medical use by qualified patients and who is exempt from
State licensing requirements under the State Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act.
“Premises” means the designated structure or structures and land specified in the application
that is owned, leased, or otherwise held under the control of the applicant or licensee where the
commercial cannabis activity will be or is conducted. The premises shall be a contiguous area
and shall only be occupied by one licensee.
“Regulatory Permit” means a permit issued by the City of Tulare that is required to be obtained
prior to any operation of a Commercial Cannabis Business.
"Responsible Party" shall mean the Business Owner, Operator, manager(s), and any employee
having significant control over the cannabis businesses operations.
“Retail License” means a storefront retailer (Type 10) licensee, issued by the California Bureau
of Cannabis Control, which sells cannabis goods to customers at its premises or by delivery. A
storefront retailer must have a licensed physical location (premises), including address, where
commercial cannabis activities are conducted.
"State" means the State of California.
“State Law” means all regulations and laws in the State of California.
"State license," means a State license issued pursuant to California Business & Professions
Code Sections 19300, et seq. or other applicable State law.
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“Testing means a laboratory, facility, or entity in the State, that offers or performs tests of
cannabis or cannabis products and that is both of the following:
1)
Accredited by an accrediting body that is independent from all other persons involved in
commercial marijuana cannabis activity in the State.
2)

Registered and Licensed by the State Department of Public Health.

“Transport” means the transfer of cannabis or cannabis products from the permitted business
location of one licensee to the permitted business location of another licensee, for the purposes
of conducting commercial cannabis activity authorized pursuant to this chapter.
Section 3. CEQA REVIEW. The City Council hereby finds that this ordinance is not subject to
review under the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) pursuant to CEQA Guidelines
section 15061(b)(3) [there is no possibility the activity in question may have a significant effect
on the environment]. In addition to the foregoing general exemption, the City Council further
finds that the ordinance is categorically exempt from review under CEQA under the Class 8
categorical exemption [regulatory activity to assure the protection of the environment]. The City
Manager is hereby directed to ensure that a Notice of Exemption is filed pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines section 15062 [14 C.C.R. § 15062].
Section 4. NO LIABILITY. The provisions of this ordinance shall not in any way be construed
as imposing any duty of care, liability or responsibility for damage to person or property upon
the City of Tulare, or any official, employee or agent thereof.
Section 5. PENDING ACTIONS. Nothing in this ordinance or in the codes hereby adopted shall
be construed to affect any suit or proceeding pending or impending in any court, or any rights
acquired, or liability incurred, or any cause or causes of action acquired or existing, under any
act or ordinance or code repealed by this ordinance, nor shall any just or legal right or remedy of
any character be lost, impaired or affected by this ordinance.
Section 6. SEVERABILITY. If any section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause
or phrase of this ordinance, or its application to any person or circumstance, is for any reason
held to be invalid or unenforceable, such invalidity or unenforceability shall not affect the
validity or enforceability of the remaining sections, subsections, subdivisions, paragraphs,
sentences, clauses or phrases of this ordinance, or its application to any other person or
circumstance. The City Council of the City of Tulare hereby declares that it would have adopted
each section, subsection, subdivision, paragraph, sentence, clause or phrase hereof, irrespective
of the fact that any one or more other sections, subsections, subdivisions, paragraphs, sentences,
clauses or phrases hereof be declared invalid or unenforceable.
Section 7. CONSTRUCTION. The City Council intends this ordinance to supplement, not to
duplicate or contradict, applicable state and federal law and this ordinance shall be construed in
light of that intent. To the extent the provisions of the Tulare Municipal Code as amended by this
ordinance are substantially the same as provisions in the Tulare Municipal Code existing prior to
the effectiveness of this ordinance, then those amended provisions shall be construed as
continuations of the earlier provisions and not as new enactments.
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Section 8. EFFECTIVE DATE. The foregoing ordinance shall take effect thirty (30) days from
the date of the second reading and passage hereof, on February 26, 2019. Prior to the expiration
of fifteen (15) days from the enactment hereof a certified copy of this ordinance shall be posted
in the office of the City Clerk pursuant to Government Code section 36933(c)(1) and a summary
shall be published once in the Visalia Times Delta/Tulare Advance-Register a newspaper printed
and published in the City of Visalia, State of California, together with the names of the Council
members voting for and against the same.
PASSED, ADOPTED AND APPROVED THIS ______DAY OF __________, 2019

President of the Council and Ex-Officio
Mayor of the City of Tulare
ATTEST:

Chief Deputy City Clerk and Clerk of the
Council of the City of Tulare
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AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE, CA
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Community Services/Parks and Recreation
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached: £ Ordinance £ Resolution X Staff Report

£ Other £ None

AGENDA ITEM:
Provide staff with direction on the vacant 5.62 acres of city owned property located on the
southeast corner of Nelder Grove Street and Alpine Avenue.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

¨ Yes

T No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
The City of Tulare owns 5.62 acres of vacant land on the southeast corner of Nelder Grove
Street and Alpine Avenue. The property is located adjacent to Alpine Vista Elementary
School. The General Plan designation on the property is Low Density Residential and the
current Zoning is Public Lands. The original developer for the Cambridge Subdivision had
planned to develop a park and a ponding basin on the property. Ultimately, the ponding basin
was constructed, however the park was not. Attached is a timeline concerning past Council
actions regarding the subject property.
The City Council’s last direction occurred in May of 2018, which was to market the property for
sale, as it was determined not to be needed for park purposes. Since that time, the City also
developed a water tank storage facility on a portion of the site for water pressure purposes and
subsequently procured a property appraisal for the remaining 5.62 acres.
In September of 2019 the city received a petition with 308 signatures in support of a park to be
constructed on the subject site. In light of the petition received, staff would like to confirm
Council’s previous direction on the subject property.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Provide staff with direction on the 5.62 acres of city owned property located on the corner of
Nelder Grove Street and Alpine Avenue.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS: ¨ Yes

£ N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED: ¨ Yes

£ No

T N/A

Submitted by: Craig Miller

Title: Community Service Director

Date: February 21, 2020

City Manager Approval: ___________________

Cambridge Subdivision Timeline
10/2003

Zone Amendment No. 585 (pre-zone to PL per 1993 GP)

3/2004

East Annexation No. 26 / Annexation No. 2003-03

5/2004

TPM – No Condition for a park & no dedication (of park property)

6/2004

TSM – Cambridge Homes – 243 SFR Lots

1/2008

City accepts Grant Deed for park/pond parcel

12/2008

Agreement for Oversized Construction Reimbursement
Total owed developer = $1,031.916.95 (due by 2018)

2/2009

Reimbursement Agreement for storm drain
Total owed developer = $41,259.38 (due by 2019)

3/2010

Joint Use Agreement with TCSD (use of future park)

7/2013

Termination of Joint Use Agreement with TCSD

6/2014

City Council determined park is not needed for consistency with the 2035 GP;
agreement entered into sell property to Lenar of Fresno (negotiations ultimately
fall through)

5/2018

City Council Closed Session – Direction to market the property

9/2019

Petition received; 308 signatures in support of a park at the subject site.

12/2019

Portion of property utilized for construction of water storage
for City water system.

AGENDA ITEM:
CITY OF TULARE, CA
AGENDA ITEM TRANSMITTAL SHEET
Submitting Department: Community & Economic Development
For Council Meeting of: March 3, 2020
Documents Attached: £ Ordinance £ Resolution £ Staff Report T Other

AGENDA ITEM:
City Council review and approval of the Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Affordable
Housing Development and direction to staff to release said NOFA to solicit Statements of
Qualifications from qualified non-profit and/or for-profit developers who desire to partner with
the City to carry out local affordable housing, community development and land use goals.
IS PUBLIC HEARING REQUIRED:

¨ Yes

¢ No

BACKGROUND/EXPLANATION:
On February 4, 2020, City Council directed staff to prepare a Notice of Funding Availability to
solicit proposals on the use of the City of Tulare’s Housing Successor Asset Funds in the
approximate amount of $1.5 million.
Staff in partnership with the City’s consultant, RSG, have prepared the attached draft NOFA for
City Council’s review and approval.
If approved, this NOFA will be released and circulated to solicit Statements of Qualifications from
qualified nonprofit and/or for-profit developers who desire to partner with the City to carry out
local affordable housing, community development, and land use goals. Up to $1.5 million may
be available for one or more projects that meet the local goals and selection criteria outlined in
this NOFA, subject to formal approval from the City.
Through this NOFA, the City is seeking to engage prospective community partners and assess
their development qualifications based on selected criteria, including, but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•

Expertise and experience of the development entity and team in designing and constructing
high quality affordable housing projects;
Vision and design for a market-feasible affordable housing project that implements the
City’s vision for the community and promotes the community character of the City of Tulare;
Economic viability and financial strength of the proposed project, including marketability
and feasibility;
Experience and ability to creatively negotiate an affordable housing agreement, or other
appropriate development agreement, that provides the greatest return on investment to the
City; and
Financial and organizational capacity of the team to successfully complete the project,
including the ability to secure financing and leverage other funding sources to build the
highest quality housing project.

The City is particularly interested in prospective community partners who have experience with
and are able to develop permanent supportive housing to assist homeless persons.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
City Council review and approval of the Notice of Funding Availability (NOFA) for Affordable
Housing Development and direction to staff to release said NOFA to solicit Statements of
Qualifications from qualified non-profit and/or for-profit developers who desire to partner with
the City to carry out local affordable housing, community development and land use goals.
CITY ATTORNEY REVIEW/COMMENTS:

Yes

N/A

IS ADDITIONAL (NON-BUDGETED) FUNDING REQUIRED: ¨ Yes
Submitted by: Traci Myers

Title:

Date: 2/24/2020

City Manager Approval: __________

Î No

£ N/A

Community & Economic Development Director

CITY OF TULARE
NOTICE OF FUNDING AVAILABILITY
FOR AFFORDABLE HOUSING DEVELOPMENT

Released: Monday, March 9, 2020
Deadline: Monday, May 11, 2020 by 4:00PM

Sources of Financial Assistance:
Housing Successor Low and Moderate Income Asset Funds
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Introduction
The City of Tulare (“City”) has a growing homeless population. According to the 2019
Point in Time count conducted by the Kings/Tulare Homeless Alliance, the City had a
homeless count of 146 persons, a 27 percent increase from 2018. City leaders are
committed to creating a comprehensive solution to homelessness for the entire
community.
As part of the effort to provide a comprehensive solution to homelessness in the
community, the City is pleased to announce this Notice of Funding Availability (“NOFA)
for one or more affordable housing projects.
This NOFA is being released and circulated to solicit Statements of Qualifications from
qualified nonprofit and/or for-profit developers who desire to partner with the City to carry
out local affordable housing, community development, and land use goals. Up to $1.5
million may be available for one or more projects that meet the local goals and selection
criteria outlined in this NOFA, subject to formal approval from the City. A description of
the funding sources is provided in later sections of this NOFA.
Through this NOFA, the City is seeking to engage prospective community partners and
assess their development qualifications based on selected criteria, including, but not
limited to:


Expertise and experience of the development entity and team in designing and
constructing high quality affordable housing projects;



Vision and design for a market-feasible affordable housing project that
implements the City’s vision for the community and promotes the community
character of the City of Tulare;



Economic viability and financial strength of the proposed project, including
marketability and feasibility;



Experience and ability to creatively negotiate an affordable housing agreement,
or other appropriate development agreement, that provides the greatest return
on investment to the City; and



Financial and organizational capacity of the team to successfully complete the
project, including the ability to secure financing and leverage other funding
sources to build the highest quality housing project.

The City is particularly interested in prospective community partners who have experience
with and are able to develop permanent supportive housing to assist homeless persons.
We encourage all applicants under this NOFA to explore capital funding opportunities
under County of Tulare, State of California, and Federal programs.
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Statement of Qualifications
All Statement of Qualifications shall be submitted by no later than 4:00PM on Monday,
May 4, 2020. Late Statement of Qualifications will not be accepted. The City reserves
the right to waive any irregularity, informality, or technicality in the Statement of
Qualifications if determined to be in the City’s best interest. The issuance of and response
to this NOFA is not a guarantee of Statement of Qualifications received, any time before
a contract is approved and executed. There is no reimbursement for costs associated
with responding to this NOFA.

About the City of Tulare
The City of Tulare is located in the San Joaquin Valley, forty-five miles south of Fresno,
sixty miles north of Bakersfield, and within 200 miles of the ports of Stockton, Sacramento,
Los Angeles, and San Francisco. Due to Tulare’s centralized location in California, the
City of Tulare remains at the heart of the State’s transportation network. The City of Tulare
is also adorned by its proximity to the Sierra Nevada mountains, with the Sierra Nevada
foothills located only twenty miles away.
The City of Tulare is estimated to have a population of 62,838 as of 2018, up 6% from
the 2010 population of 59,278. The City of Tulare’s population is relatively young, with a
median age of 29.1 compared to 37.8 in the United States. According to the American
Community Survey (ACS) in 2018, the City of Tulare had 19,572 housing units, of which
58.6% were owner-occupied and 41.4% were occupied by renters.
The agricultural and dairy industries are the backbone of the City of Tulare’s economy
and serve as pillars for the community’s cultural events. The City of Tulare is a significant
contributor of dairy production to the County of Tulare, who remains the single largest
producer of dairy and dairy products in California and the United States. According to the
City’s 2018 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report, the top employers in the City
include Kraft, Haagen Dazs, and Land O’Lakes. Additionally, the City of Tulare continues
to be home to the World Ag Expo and the Tulare County Fair.
Community Housing Needs
As previously mentioned, the City had a homeless count of 146 persons in 2019, a 27
percent increase from 2018.
The Housing Element provides a comprehensive
demographic community profile of the City, including, population, age, race/ethnicity,
income, housing tenure, employment, and special needs. The following is a summary of
information relating to the City of Tulare’s community housing needs. For detailed
statistical information about the community’s demographic profile and housing needs, a
copy
of
the
City’s
Housing
Element
Update
at:
https://www.tulare.ca.gov/home/showdocument?id=6238.
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Location Map of the City of Tulare

The City of Tulare’s median annual income of $52,564 is only 74% of the statewide annual
median income ($71,228), according to 2014-2018 ACS estimates. However, the median
annual income in the City of Tulare is higher than the County of Tulare’s median annual
income of $47,518.
Housing needs are influenced by various demographic characteristics of the population.
Certain groups have greater difficulty in finding decent, affordable housing due to special
circumstances including employment and income, family characteristics, disability, or
other conditions. Furthermore, such groups run a higher risk of living in or falling into
homelessness.


Homeless Persons – The most recent Point in Time survey conducted on
January 23, 2019 estimated that there were 146 incidents of homelessness in
the City of Tulare. Of the homeless in the City of Tulare, 123 are unsheltered
and 23 are sheltered.
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Veterans – According to the 2014-2018 ACS 5-year estimates, there are 1,773
veterans in the City of Tulare making up 2.8% of the City’s population.



Persons with Disabilities - Between 2014 and 2018, the ACS estimates that
there are 7,936 persons with disabilities among the City’s noninstitutionalized
population.



Elderly – The ACS documented 3,077 households in the City of Tulare where
the householder was 65 or older between 2014 and 2018. A significant majority
of these householders owned their homes (73%). The ACS also reported that
approximately 1,015 (17.8%) of the City of Tulare’s 5,702 seniors were below
the poverty level.

Regional Housing Needs Allocation (RHNA)
The City of Tulare is required to submit an annual progress report for meeting its RHNA
requirements during the 2015 to 2023 planning cycle. Table 1 below outlines the City’s
remaining RHNA requirements by income classification as of 2018. Individuals classified
as “very low income” are particularly vulnerable to becoming homeless. The City
encourages proposals to help the City meet its remaining RHNA needs.
Tulare Remaining RHNA Need as of 2018
Very Low (50% AMI)

877

Low (80% AMI)

851

Moderate (100% AMI)

613

Above Moderate (>100% AMI)
Total

0
2,341

Funding Sources
Funding for the NOFA comes from the Housing Successor’s Low and Moderate Income
Housing Asset Fund. Developers should consider leveraging additional financial
assistance from County, State, and Federal programs.
Low and Moderate Income Housing Asset Fund
The Low and Moderate Income Housing Asset Fund (“Housing Asset Fund”) houses all
former redevelopment agency housing assets and is subject to expenditure requirements
detailed in Health and Safety Code (“HSC”) Section 34176.1. The City oversees
expenditure of the Housing Asset Fund and there is currently $1.5 million available for
project funding through this NOFA.
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Housing Asset Funds may be used on a variety of project development costs. No more
than 20% of the available funds may be spent on households earning 60% to 80% (Low
Income) of the Area Median Income (“AMI”) and at least 30% of the funds must be spent
on rental households earning 30% (Extremely Low) or less of the AMI. Moderate and
above moderate income households (above 80% AMI) may not be assisted. All affordable
housing units developed with this funding source must be income restricted for at least
15-years for mutual self-help units, 45-years for home ownership units and 55-years for
rental units.

Selection Criteria
The City does not own land currently identified for affordable housing purposes.
Consequently, this NOFA does not identify specific development sites or focus areas for
which funding would be prioritized. Instead, a spectrum of criteria is provided to ensure
that the City partners with the most qualified development teams who are committed to
benefitting the community. A preference may be given to development teams who have
site control over a proposed project location.
As such, based on a prospective developer’s qualifications and experience, the City may
wish to collaboratively move forward with a single developer under an Exclusive
Negotiating Agreement (“ENA”) or other appropriate agreement to identify candidate sites
for development. Likewise, the City may wish to move forward with a developer or multiple
developers who have identified sites and perhaps have site control and enter into an ENA,
Affordable Housing Agreement, or other appropriate agreements to cooperatively design
and craft a financing strategy for a quality project or projects.
Criteria for developer selection under this NOFA are outlined below. The following criteria
are not in order of priority and do not limit the City’s consideration of other factors that are
relevant and appropriate to this NOFA.
Development Team Qualifications
Qualified development teams should possess relevant expertise and project experience,
including project funding and financing, predevelopment activities (e.g. due diligence,
acquisition, design, pro forma analysis), entitlement processing (e.g. CEQA, local design
guidelines and development standards, development and construction management,
and, if applicable, property management. Qualified development teams should also
possess a working understanding of state laws governing the dissolution of
redevelopment agencies, including legislation affecting the expenditure of housing funds,
monitoring requirements, and disposition of former redevelopment agency assets.
Financial Capacity & Capability
Qualified development teams should demonstrate an ability to secure and leverage
equity, lending, tax credits, and/or other public and private funding sources for
predevelopment and development of a high-quality project (e.g. equity, loans, grants, tax
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credits).
Alignment with Community Goals
Qualified development teams should have a clear grasp of the City’s vision, goals, and
policies for housing and economic development, and possess the ability to execute the
development of an affordable housing project that is aligned with the vision, goals, and
policies set forth in the 2015-2023 Housing Element. As stated in this NOFA, the City is
seeking community development partners that can demonstrate experience in affordable
housing and will give preference to permanent supportive housing. Development teams
may visit the City’s website for more information at www.tulare.ca.gov/.
Project Readiness & Economic Viability
Qualified development teams should demonstrate the financial and organizational
capacity to carry out predevelopment and development activities within reasonable
timeframes of a performance schedule. A firm understanding of the development process
and requirements in the City of Tulare indicates project readiness.
Project Eligibility & Affordability
Responses should demonstrate the development teams work with affordable housing
projects that incorporate a variety of funding sources and affordability levels consistent
with the Housing Asset Fund, along with County, State, and Federal funding programs as
previously described in the Funding Sources section (if such funds are required for the
project). Mixed use and mixed income projects are eligible.

Submittal Requirements
Five (5) hardcopy sets of Statement of Qualifications should be submitted by no later than
4:00 p.m. on Monday, May 4, 2020. One electronic copy should also be provided on a
portable storage device or via electronic transmittal (e.g., e-mail, Dropbox). Postmarks
will not be accepted.
Submittals should be mailed or delivered to:
City of Tulare
ATTN: Traci Myers, Community & Economic Development Director
411 East Kern Ave.
Tulare, CA 93274
Letter of Interest
A letter of interest introducing the development team, identifying the project manager,
potential development partners and service providers, and a primary contact person for
the development team, including name, title, address, e-mail, and phone.
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Statement of Qualifications
A Statement of Qualifications containing a detailed profile of the development team,
including, but not limited to:
1) overview of development entity;
2) identification/description of equity partners;
3) biographies of team members, including roles/assignments;
4) profiles of recent relevant projects completed in the past 5 years (e.g., scope,
location, construction value, price/rent ranges, funding sources, development
team), with public agency references and staff contact information; and
5) documentation of the team’s financial capacity and ability to undertake the
proposed project.
Conceptual Project Proposal
A conceptual project proposal, including, but not limited to:
1) a project description with a narrative summary of the project proposal, including
potential locations (if known) and whether the applicant has site control, and
project elements/amenities;
2) a summary of the team’s design concept, including preliminary site plans,
elevations, and renderings, if available; and
3) a description of how the project will meet the community’s housing needs and the
City’s community development goals.

Selection Process & Schedule
Statement of Qualifications will be reviewed and evaluated by staff and consultant
representatives (“Evaluation Committee”) based on the selection criteria described in this
NOFA. During the evaluation process, staff and/or consultants may contact the
development team to request additional information or documents pertinent to the
selection criteria and submittal requirements. Based on its review, the Evaluation
Committee will provide its recommendations to the City Council for their final approval.
Schedule
The tentative schedule for this NOFA process is provided below. The City will be hosting
an informational conference call on Monday, March 30, 2020 at 2:00PM to provide an
overview of this NOFA and answer clarifying questions from prospective development
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teams. To participate in the conference call, please send an e-mail to
tmyers@tulare.ca.gov with contact information (name, title, company, phone number, email address) for representatives from your organization that will participate on the call by
4:00PM on Monday, March 23, 2020. An e-mail with dial-in instructions will be sent to
the participants. For procedural or administrative questions about the NOFA process and
schedule, please call Suzy Kim at (714) 316-2116. For more substantive, technical
questions about the information contained in this NOFA, please plan on participating on
the informational conference call.

Milestone

Tentative Dates

NOFA Release

Monday, March 9, 2020

Conference Call Sign-Up Deadline

Monday, March 23, 2020 by 4:00PM

Informational Conference Call

Monday, March 30, 2020 at 2:00PM

Statement of Qualifications Deadline

Monday, May 11, 2020

Development Team Evaluation

May – June 2020

Presentation to City Council

June 2020 – July 2020

